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Browse Upload  

   

60,195 
views 

    

Fran888cule — September 02, 2009 — Watch in HD 
 
With the collaboration of Retrotennis've tried to do my little tribute to these two phenomena of world 
tennis, Roger and Rafa, I have spent many hours on this video which I hope will enjoy it thank you 
very much 
Subscribe!! 
 
Music: 
1: X Ray Dog - Path of Glory 
3: Clint Mansell - Requiem For a Dream  
4: X-Ray Dog - Here Comes The King  
5º: X Ray Dog - Conquest 
6º: Epic Score - Stand Tall 

Category:
Sports 

Tags:
Roger  Federer  Rafael  Nadal  tribute  Grand  Slam  Open  Australia  2009  2010  Wimbledon  2007  
2008  Roland  Garros  French  US  Masters  Series  Andy  Murray  Roddick  Cincinnati  Madrid  
Roma  Montecarlo  Hamburgo  Toronto  Shanghai  2006  Djokovic  Del  Potro  Nalbandian  
Soderling  Gael  Monfils  Fernando  Gonzalez  Simon  Verdasco  Ferrero  Ferrer  Berdych  Cilic  
Borg  Mcenroe  Pete  Sampras  Agassi  Tennis  NBC  Champion  Best  Points  HD  HQ  

   

 

Uploader Comments (Fran888cule) 

Create Account Sign In

Roger Federer vs Rafael Nadal - The Greatest Tennis rivalry of all time (HD) 
Fran888cule 18 videos  

See all 18 videos 

Roger Federer vs 
Rafael Nadal - The 
Greatest Te...
60,210 views
Fran888cule

Are you ready? 
Spot
1,104 views
Fran888cule

Michael Jordan - 
"His Royal Airness"
614 views
Fran888cule

Roger Federer - The 
Elegancy
4,530 views
Fran888cule

UD Las Palmas 60 
Años de Historia
1,656 views
Fran888cule

Thierry Henry - 
Superclass
340 views
Fran888cule

Promoted Video

www TennisBallMachinesInc com Ads by Google

Bad Breath Test
9,721,525 views 
curebadbreath

Roger Federer & Rafa Nadal 
tribute !! Best mome...
10,953 views
SergioPA91

TOP 20 Tennis Master Points
[HD]
40,469 views
BestOfTheTennis

Wimbledon 2008 Entrance 
Roger and Rafa
12,300 views
Darito120

Roger Federer - The 
Elegancy
4,529 views
Fran888cule

Rafael Nadal vs Roger 
Federer: The Rivalry- Hea...
12,030 views
vamosrafa9311

Federer Vs Nadal Shanghai 
2006 Highlights HD
80,679 views
intruZo1991

2009 US Open - Nadal vs 
Monfils - best point of...
112,782 views
jonpenny

Roger Federer V Rafael 
Nadal TOTAL EMOTION !!
58,922 views
27AUSSIECHAMP

Federer v Nadal - The 
Greatest Rivalry in Sport

Page 1 of 2YouTube - Roger Federer vs Rafael Nadal - The Greatest Tennis rivalry of all time (HD)

4/26/2010http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whP7tsU0Ckw
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juankanario @Fran888cule the name of the last track??  
Fran888cule Epic Score - Stand Tall  

federerbestclass Roger Federer is true class. Love Roger 11  
 

federerbestclass Roger is true class, love Roger 10   

GueorguiJoukov Federer - undoubtedly the Master, the greatest player of 
all time and on the road to engrave his name in the eternity. 
Nadal - the only man who has been able to challenge the Master on his 
court, in his art; what a champion, what a player. 
The rivalry between those two giants is unmatched in the history of tennis. 
For an amazing and unrivalled total of five consecutive years, they have 
finished as number one and two; they met in a record 7 GS finals and in an 
enormous total of 16 finals...  

timatend nadal set le plus fort  

chihakuryu man that was a freakin awesome compilation!  

yannnnode @Compantino and why do you think so? r u mad.  

ruaridh2k7 1:20 I hate it when stupid people do that! Poor Federer almost 
stopped again because of that stupid crowd! But a great finish anyway:) 

 

twilightgr8fan @Compantino r u mad?  

juankanario the last music??  

kurcibaldovicj excellent, thi is the best video ever about these two amazing 
tennis players!!  

koreanman113 @Compantino are you kidding me?? you think table tennis 
is bigger deal than tennis..... wow are you retarded?? all you do in table 
tennis is hit some plastic ball  

Highest Rated Comments 

Most Recent Comments see all 

        Next  

Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising

Language: English Location: Worldwide Safety mode: Off 

26,782 views
TheFedFan

Top 10 tennis points
183,438 views
sfaaasfff

(1) Roger Federer (2) Rafael 
Nadal Tribute (Ten...
7,848 views
matchpoint26

Federer best points 2009 ! 
[HD]
17,781 views
BestOfTheTennis

Rafael Nadal Parera VS 
Novak Djokovic madrid w...
13,752 views
tennisarab

Rafael Nadal can do it ! (HD)
10,484 views
seksisempanze

Rafael Nadal vs Roger 
Federer - Wimbledon Final...
50,736 views
vamosrafa9311

Roger Federer vs. Andy 
Murray Australian Open 2...
73,359 views
Supersquirrel108

Rafa Nadal vs. Robin 
Soderling, 7-6(3) y 7-5 en...
29,557 views
vamosrafelnadal

HQ - Rafael Nadal and Roger 
Federer - Two ralle...
3,407 views
V1kingMetalFreakBACK

HQ Roger Federer vs Rafael 
Nadal Shanghai 2006
123,852 views
nirvanalero

Nadal vs Federer: The 
Legendary Rivalry
10,264 views
vamosrafa9311

Page 2 of 2YouTube - Roger Federer vs Rafael Nadal - The Greatest Tennis rivalry of all time (HD)

4/26/2010http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whP7tsU0Ckw
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Browse Upload  

980 
views 

Music: Diana Krall - Let's Fall In Love 

    

DavidOsses — November 04, 2009 — no description available 

Category:
Music 

Tags:
Diana  Krall  musica  jazz  mas  

   

 

Create Account Sign In

Diana Krall - Let's fall in love 
DavidOsses 27 videos  

Diana Krall

1 of 40

Promoted Video

Next in Diana Krall Mix 

Diana Krall - Fly Me To The 
Moon
385,708 views

HP Photosmart Premium
66,619 views 
HPOMGIPG

Diana Krall - All or nothing
725 views
DavidOsses

Diana Krall - The look of love
112 views
DavidOsses

Diana Krall - Lets fall in love
5,111 views
TheNekobass

Diana Krall - Let's Fall In Love
694 views
MarcoAFevereiro

Diana Krall - Let's Fall In Love
Live
45,794 views
MarcoAFevereiro

Diana Krall Live in Madrid - 
Let's fall in love
813 views
bobylyn

Let's Fall in Love - Diana Krall
37,172 views
antoniovandijken

Diana Krall - S'wonderful
333 views
DavidOsses

Diana Krall - Let's Fall In Love
915 views
MarcoAFevereiro

Diana Krall, "Let's Fall in 
Love" from Live in ...
18,844 views
Cieszowski

Page 1 of 2YouTube - Diana Krall - Let's fall in love

4/27/2010http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_r-gEI7eT1M
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Help About Safety Privacy Terms Copyright Uploaders & Partners Developers Advertising

Language: English Location: Worldwide Safety mode: Off 

Diana Krall - Let's Fall In Love
370 views
MarcoAFevereiro

Diana Krall - I love being here 
with you
171 views
DavidOsses

Diana Krall in Concert-Let's 
Fall in Love
6,135 views
moonstarlady

Diana Krall - Love letters
202 views
DavidOsses

Diana Krall - Live in Paris (It's 
Wonderfull)
49,475 views
realiquidation

Martinho da Vila "Pra tudo se 
acabar na Quarta-...
58,925 views
sirlenesb

Diana Krall - Let's Fall In Love
200 views
MarcoAFevereiro

Logorama (OSCAR 2010) 
Version Française Part 1
111,041 views
snake0033

Diana Krall - Let's Fall In Love
238 views
MarcoAFevereiro

Fake Blood - I Think I Like It 
@ 3FM Ekstra Wee...
104,285 views
florisd

Page 2 of 2YouTube - Diana Krall - Let's fall in love

4/27/2010http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_r-gEI7eT1M
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Home  Videos  Channels  Shows   
Create Account or  Sign In

Subscriptions History Upload

   if you're going through hell Search

If you're Going Through Hell - Rodney Atkins w lyrics 

Thanks for watching! Ask me any questions you want 
answered here: http://onioning.com/Pandalover 
Twitter page: http://twitter.com/Daniella... A Facebook 
fan page: http://www.facebook.com/pag....    

 More From: xxbunnylover23xx  

 Related Videos  

Featured Videos 

Subscribexxbunnylover23xx 
June 09, 2009  
(more info)  

URL http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dA7j2s_lWLI

Embed
 

<object width="425" height="344"><param name="movie" value="http://www.youtube.com/v/dA7j2s_lWLI&hl=en_US&fs=1&"></param><param name="allowFullScreen" value="true"></param><param name="allowscriptaccess" value="always"></param><embed src="http://www.youtub

!

"

 

865,972 views 
watermeloncrawl08 

Rodney Atkins - If You're 
Going Through Hell

 

53,643 views 
ItachiUchiha931 

If You're Going Through Hell

 

72,751 views 
runnerkid92 

"These Are My People" 
Lyrics Rodney Atkins

 

48,702 views 
AmericanZeus 

RODNEY ATKINS ~ IF 
YOU'RE GOING THROUGH 
HELL [O...

 

2,543,222 views 
bills755 

Rodney Atkins---Cleaning 
this Gun (Come on in Boy)

 

5,982,591 views 
HillbillyDeluxeMuddy 

Jason Aldean - Big Green 
Tractor

Rodney Atkins - Watching 
You

 

1,283 views 
Studio18Official 

STRIKER - Full 
Movie

 

3,787 views 
emimusic 

Ben Harper And 
Relentless7 - 
Lay There & 

 

386,404 views 
ijustine 

BATHROBE 
DANCE PARTY 
IN JAIL!! Law 

 Statistics & Data  

 Video Responses (0)  

 Text Comments (63)   Options  

Would you like to comment? 
Join YouTube for a free account, or sign in if you are already a member.  

89 ratings 29,322 views

 Favorite  Share  Playlists  Flag

(more share options)Facebook  Twitter  MySpace  

Download This Song: AmazonMP3 iTunes 

Sign in to post a Video Response

Sign in to post a Comment

CountryChristian12 (5 hours ago)   0  Reply

Ok yall seriously need to get a life. At least they had the lyrics written down. Yall 
have got some serious problems about bringing other people down. Great job on 
the lyrics. One of my favorite songs by this artist.  

jenpaul88 (4 days ago)   0  Reply

you should put lyrics in video, anyone can put them in the description box, 
seriously...lame,  

The1VideoGamer (6 days ago)   0  Reply

Great song!!!  

swafan1993 (1 week ago)  +1  Reply

This song has helped me and my family in so many ways  

disinagrate (2 weeks ago)  +2  Reply

man i love this song now i had to right a midterm (kinda like a final exam) for 
my LA (had to right a story/Exam) on why every person is important so i did mine 
on the importance of pulling an quoted this song cause i realy think it fits i was 
bullied andi learned if you dont say anything or show nothing and you keep doing 
it and even confront it it'll stop befor you know it which is what i think "if your 
going through hell keep on moving dont slow down if your scared dont show it 
you might  

disinagrate (2 weeks ago)  +1  Reply

get out before the devil even knows your there" means =) all ways help when im 
going thro what seems like hell to me  

lover10268 (2 weeks ago)  +1  Reply

this song is soo true im only 14 n iv been through my fair share of hell  

ShareseKulpa (2 weeks ago)   0  Reply

yup.. tell me about it. :\ this song is really encouraging though, it helps alot  

krameranderson123456 (3 weeks ago)  +1  Reply

lol  

xolovekkxo1 (1 month ago)  +5  Reply

great enthusiasm, ive had my fair share of it and it frigin sucks  

Showing 10 of 63 comments Show More Comments  View All 63 comments

Page 1 of 2YouTube - If you're Going Through Hell - Rodney Atkins w lyrics

2/10/2010http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dA7j2s_lWLI
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Try YouTube in a fast, new web browser! Download Google Chrome for PC

    

Current Location: Worldwide  Show locations 
Current Language: English  Show languages 

if you're going through hell Search

YouTube Programs Help Policy Discover
Contact Us Advertising Get Help Privacy Policy YouTube on Your Phone
YouTube Store Developers YouTube Handbook Terms of Service YouTube on Your Site
Press Room Partnerships Community Help Forums Copyright Notices YouTube on Your TV
Business Blog Content Management Safety Center Community Guidelines YouTube RSS Feeds
YouTube Blog Creator's Corner TestTube

Add YouTube to your Google homepage

© 2010 YouTube, LLC 

Page 2 of 2YouTube - If you're Going Through Hell - Rodney Atkins w lyrics

2/10/2010http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dA7j2s_lWLI
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Subscriptions History Upload

Create Account or  Sign In

Home  Videos  Channels  Shows

 Search

Subscribepinkieldred
October 31, 2006
(less info)

Tags: Art  Tatum  /jazz  piano/  hadn't  anyone 
till  you 

URL

Embed

Art Tatum -- Little Man
You've Had a Busy Day
34,364 views
eccentricXXX

" Art Tatum plays "Too
Marvelous For Words"
11,859 views
pinkieldred

Art Tatum Plays "My Heart
Stood Still"
6,636 views
pinkieldred

Art Tatum plays Tea for Two
34,000 views
credman

Art Tatum plays "Isn't It
Romantic"
12,155 views
pinkieldred

Art Tatum -- Sweet Lorraine
29,690 views
eccentricXXX

The Legendary Art Tatum
(Tinys Excercise)-full

Art Tatum Plays this lovely tune composed by Ray
Noble
Category:  Music

 More From: pinkieldred

 Related Videos

Featured Video

More Popular Music Videos

51 ratings 14,077 views

(more share options)MySpace Facebook Twitter

Download This Song: AmazonMP3 iTunes Advertisement

Sign in to post a Video Response

Sign in to post a Comment

antoinezygfryd (1 year ago)   0  Reply

helmut4lyfe (1 year ago)   0  Reply

MutantLarva (1 year ago)   0  Reply

pinkieldred (1 year ago)  Reply

pinkieldred (1 year ago)  Reply

mharbaugh (1 year ago)   0  Reply

nickus32000 (1 year ago)  +2  Reply

 Statistics & Data

 Video Responses (0)

 Text Comments (25)   Options

Merci  beaucoup!

Very well done.  

if you love this song...check out the cd "sinatra and strings"...it is one of the best
sinatra recordings ever...don costa did a killer arrangement and sinatra gave as
emotional and touching vocal performance as he ever has...it is the definitive
version of  this song and i hope the writer was alive to have heard it.

As usuall Sinatra compliments this song as he did so many many others.He
always used the best orchestras and arrangements...he was a true master of
song and voice control! 

Pada91. His lifetime is over but his music lives on and yes title still applies.
Herbie Hancock,Dick Hyman, O Peterson, Hank Jones, Marion Macpartand, 
Billy Taylor and all other great Jazz Pianist agree...he was the greatest...period!

He drank about a barrel of Pabst Blue Ribbon a day. Any one who drinks that
ghetto swill couldn't possibly live a long life. Fortunately, his music will live on
forever. Even Charlie Parker believed  Tatum to be the true father of bebop.

The greatest jazz pianist for sure,  the greatest pianist period? hmmmmm

Art tatum Plays "I Hadn't Anyone Till You

YouTube - Art tatum Plays "I Hadn't Anyone Till You http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlwf2LpW6Is

1 of 2 12/1/2009 4:38 PM
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Try YouTube in a new web browser! Download Google Chrome

Add YouTube to your Google homepage

 Search

YouTube Programs Help Policy Discover
Contact Us Advertising Get Help Privacy Policy YouTube on Your Phone
YouTube Store Developers YouTube Handbook Terms of Service YouTube on Your Site
Press Room Partnerships Community Help Forums Copyright Notices YouTube on Your TV
Business Blog Content Management Safety Center Community Guidelines YouTube RSS Feeds
YouTube Blog Creator's Corner TestTube

Current Location: Worldwide  Show locations

Current Language: English  Show languages

© 2009 YouTube, LLC

YouTube - Art tatum Plays "I Hadn't Anyone Till You http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlwf2LpW6Is

2 of 2 12/1/2009 4:38 PM
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Home  Videos  Channels  Shows   
Create Account or  Sign In

Subscriptions History Upload

   diana krall let's fall in love Search

Diana Krall, "Let's Fall in Love" from Live in Paris 

...    

 More From: Cieszowski  

 Related Videos  

Featured Videos 

SubscribeCieszowski 
July 14, 2008  
(more info)  

URL http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isu1SLTj2AQ

Embed
 

<object width="425" height="344"><param name="movie" value="http://www.youtube.com/v/isu1SLTj2AQ&hl=en_US&fs=1&"></param><param name="allowFullScreen" value="true"></param><param name="allowscriptaccess" value="always"></param><embed src="http://www.youtub

!

"

38,694 views 
MarcoAFevereiro 

Diana Krall - Let's Fall In 
Love

20,487 views 
acceptantlove 

Let's Fall in Love Ella 
Fitzgerald

21,849 views 
antoniovandijken 

Let's Fall in Love - Diana 
Krall

2,747,461 views 
emruk 

Diana Krall - Fly me to the 
moon

16,481 views 
familymusicprod 

Let's Fall In Love

6,528 views 
achavez78 

Diana Krall, Live in Paris- A 
Case of You

Alanis Morissette - Let's Do 
It (Let's Fall In ...

119,010 views 
CTFxC 

Worst Singers 
EVER!!!! 
(1.28.10 - Day 522,576 views 

otherjuicystar07 

Chillin' On A 
Treadmill! 
(1/28/10-3) 846,181 views 

LikeTotallyAwesome

Apples iPAD 
Revealed! 
Specs and 

 Statistics & Data  

 Video Responses (0)  

 Text Comments (6)   Options  

Would you like to comment? 
Join YouTube for a free account, or sign in if you are already a member.  

25 ratings 13,446 views

 Favorite  Share  Playlists  Flag

(more share options)Facebook  Twitter  MySpace  

Download This Song: AmazonMP3 iTunes 

Sign in to post a Video Response

Sign in to post a Comment

3grooob (1 week ago)   0  Reply

l love it ..  

ionut09ify (1 month ago)   0  Reply

i like very much this song  

gippygoo (2 months ago)  +2  Reply

Love the way Diana does this song, the BEST. And she's Canadian too. You go 
Girl!  

lemmelook5 (3 months ago)   0  Reply

She brings something to this song that other great names, respectively, failed to 
deliver.  

MyArcticMonkey (3 months ago)  +1  Reply

My favourite songs of all time  

gerardoareyesm (4 months ago)  +4  Reply

one of my favorite of diana krall!!!  

Showing 6 of 6 comments Show More Comments  View All 6 comments

Try YouTube in a fast, new web browser! Download Google Chrome for PC

    

Current Location: Worldwide  Show locations 
Current Language: English  Show languages 

diana krall let's fall in love Search

YouTube Programs Help Policy Discover
Contact Us Advertising Get Help Privacy Policy YouTube on Your Phone
YouTube Store Developers YouTube Handbook Terms of Service YouTube on Your Site
Press Room Partnerships Community Help Forums Copyright Notices YouTube on Your TV
Business Blog Content Management Safety Center Community Guidelines YouTube RSS Feeds
YouTube Blog Creator's Corner TestTube

Add YouTube to your Google homepage

© 2010 YouTube, LLC 

Page 1 of 1YouTube - Diana Krall, "Let's Fall in Love" from Live in Paris

2/5/2010http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isu1SLTj2AQ
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Subscriptions History Upload

Create Account or  Sign In

Home  Videos  Channels  Shows

 Search

SubscribeWishSongs
September 24, 2006
(less info)

Tags: alyssa  milano  charmed  santana  magic 
starslides  wishsongs  slideshow 

URL

Embed

Alyssa Milano Embrassez la
mariée
1,978,677 views
svarogh

Girl guitarist plays Santana
4,290,665 views
soularashs

Black Magic Woman By
Santana
959,216 views
NonHope

Oye Como Va -Live 1971
Original Santana Band
194,223 views
MicrosoftsourceCode

Santana & Clapton - Jingo
2,993,729 views
keat320

Santana - Smooth
2,268,145 views
tomaac

Carlos Santana- EUROPA
3,763,752 views
correaomar14

Top 10 Hottest
Girls in Gaming
1,581,024 views
barelypolitical

Shaolin Monk
Balances On 2
Fingers414,395 views
diagonaluk

TURKEY
HUNTING!!!
317,079 views
TheStation

Alyssa Milano...geeze has she grown up since "Who's
The Boss". It took her a while but she finally found her
niche in the series "Charmed". Beautiful and a little
mysterious...is Alyssa Milano.

Song is of course by the great Santana and is called
"Black Magic Woman". How appropriate. Enjoy.

* All images aquired via News Groups, or Image
search results from Google & Yahoo ...
Category:  Entertainment

 More From: WishSongs

 Related Videos

Featured Videos

1,199 ratings 1,585,884 views

(more share options)MySpace Facebook Twitter

Download This Song: iTunes AmazonMP3 Advertisement

Sign in to post a Video Response

Sign in to post a Comment

WishSongs (18 hours ago)  Reply

DankeNot (22 hours ago)   0  Reply

DankeNot (1 day ago)   0  Reply

algrand90 (1 day ago)   0  Reply

vaughnthaman (1 day ago)   0  Reply

WishSongs (5 days ago)  Reply

MedusasKimono (5 days ago)   0  Reply

 Statistics & Data

 Video Responses (6)

View All -  Play All

 Text Comments (776)   Options

LOL  :)

Couple  of reasons. 1) the person I responded to clearly had no idea what the
song was about and thought just because the word "black" was in the title/song
it was about a black woman. 2) I was having a bad day.Also, it's aggressive :)

You're  an idiot.

can i know  the reason of your agressif comment ??? be polite please !!:

Can Alyssa Milano speak italian? I can't find anything on the internet about  that.

O_O Grace Jones looks like a MAN   O_O

hahahaha yes i  agree but I love her because she expresses the hell she likes
man or woman or wot ever the hell she want to be its pure!!! :))))

Alyssa Milano : Santana : "Black Magic Woman"

MetalMan... TheCharm... uploadJ WishSongs

YouTube - Alyssa Milano : Santana : "Black Magic Woman" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXXmhPAaDDc

1 of 2 12/1/2009 2:58 PM
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Try YouTube in a new web browser! Download Google Chrome

Add YouTube to your Google homepage

 Search

YouTube Programs Help Policy Discover
Contact Us Advertising Get Help Privacy Policy YouTube on Your Phone
YouTube Store Developers YouTube Handbook Terms of Service YouTube on Your Site
Press Room Partnerships Community Help Forums Copyright Notices YouTube on Your TV
Business Blog Content Management Safety Center Community Guidelines YouTube RSS Feeds
YouTube Blog Creator's Corner TestTube

Current Location: Worldwide  Show locations

Current Language: English  Show languages

© 2009 YouTube, LLC

YouTube - Alyssa Milano : Santana : "Black Magic Woman" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXXmhPAaDDc

2 of 2 12/1/2009 2:58 PM
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Subscriptions History Upload

Create Account or  Sign In

Home  Videos  Channels  Shows

 Search

SubscribeValhalla1223
October 28, 2009
(less info)

Tags: starland vocal band  live  afternoon
delight  1976  70s  hits  valhalla1223 

URL

Embed

Starland Vocal Band -
Afternoon Delight
630 views
ciaranrulz10

Starland Vocal Band -
Afternoon Delight (Remas...
46,836 views
TheVeryEvilEye

Starland Vocal Band
Afternoon Delight
435 views
TheDiscoEra

The Light Of My Life -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

THE FOOTBALl, ASSOCTA TTON 
PREMIER LEAGUE LIMITED, BOURNE 
CO. (together with its affiliate MURBO 
MUSIC PUBLISHING, INC.), CHERRY 
LANE MUSIC PUBLISHING 
COMPANY, INC., CAL IV 
ENTERTAINMENT LLC, ROBERT TUR 
d/b/a LOS ANGELES NEWS SERVICE, 
NATIONAL MUSIC PUBLISHERS' 
ASSOCIATION, THE RODGERS & 
HAMMERSTEIN ORGANIZATION, 
STAGE THREE MUSIC (US), INC., 
EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC 
COMPANY, FREDDY BIENSTOCK 
MUSIC COMPANY d/b/a BIENSTOCK 
PUBLISHING COMPANY, ALLEY 
MUSIC CORPORATION, X-RAY DOG 
MUSIC, INC., FEDERATION 
FRAN<;:AISE DE TENNIS, THE MUSIC 
FORCE LLC, and SIN-DROME 
RECORDS, LTD. on behalf of themselves 
and all others similarly situated, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

YOUTUBE, INC., YOUTUBE, LLC and 
GOOGLE, INC., 

Defendants. 

Case No. 07 Civ. 3582 (LLS) 

CLASS PLAINTIFFS' 
COUNTERSTATEMENT OF 
CONTROVERTED MATERIAL 
FACTS IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 and Local Civil Rule 56.1, plaintiffs ("class plaintiffs") 

submit the following counterstatements, with references to pertinent evidence, specifically 

controverting the material facts which defendants YouTube, Inc., YouTube LLC and Google, 

Inc.'s (collectively, "YouTube" or "defendants'') allege, because those alleged facts are either 

not supported by the evidence YouTube cites, or are contradicted by indisputable evidence which 

it ignores, or both. As set forth below, class plaintiffs dispute the alleged "facts" in defendants' 

Local Rule 56.1 Statement of Material Facts as to Which There is No Genuine Issue to be Tried 

("YouTube Statement"), as well as the inferences Defendants would have the Court draw from 

certain of these alleged facts. In order to reduce the burden on the court, class plaintiffs have 

also cited back to their moving Statement of Uncontroverted Facts ("Class SUF"), filed on 

March 5, 20 I 0, where applicable. 

Defendants' motion for summary judgment also raises disputes over alleged facts 

presented in twelve lengthy fact declarations that Defendants neglected to include in the 

YouTube Statement as required by Local Rule 56.1. Such alleged facts should not be cognizable 

by this court given the extra burden placed on class plaintiffs and the court. Nevertheless, out of 

an abundance of caution, after rebutting the paragraphs in the You Tube Statement, class 

plaintiffs further identify and address the additional alleged facts presented in those declarations 

that are not included in the YouTube Statement. 

To the extent Class Plaintiffs do not dispute certain of the statements in the YouTube 

Statement, such positions are taken solely for purposes of class plaintiffs' motion for summary 

judgment and without admitting truth, materiality or admissibility at trial. 

I 
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Viacom Int'l, et af. v. YouTube, 
Inc. et at., Civil No. 07~CV-
2103 (LLS) are Viacom 
International, Inc. ("Viacom"), 
Comedy Partners, Country 
Music Television, Inc., 
Paramount Pictures 
Corporation, and Black 

2. The putative class plaintiffs 
in thc action The Football 
Association Premier League 
Limited, et af. v. YouTube, Inc., 
et al., Civil No. 07-CV-3582 
(LLS), are Bourne Co. 
("Bourne") and its affiliate 
Murbo Music Publishing, Inc. 
("Murbo"); Cherry Lane Music 
Publishing Company, Inc. 
("Cherry Lane"); Cal IV 
Entertainment, LLC ("Cal IV"); 
The Rodgers & Hammerstein 
Organization ("R&H"); Stage 
Three Music (US), Inc. ("Stage 
Three"); Edward B. Marks 
Music Company, Freddy 
Bienstock Music Company 
d/b/a Bienstock Publishing 
Company and Alley Music 
Corporation (collectively, 
"Carlin"); X~Ray Dog Music, 
Inc. ("X-Ray Dog"); and The 
Music Force Media Group LLC, 
The Music Force LLC and Sin
Drome Records, Ltd. 
(collectively, "Music Force"). 
Second Am. Class Action 
Compl. ~~ 16, 18-20,24-30,33. 

statement or to 
action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement 
of Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

"putative listed by Defendants are 
named plaintiffs and proposed class representatives. We refer the Court 
to the Motion for Class Certification dated April 9, 2010, Docket Entry 
No. 209. 

2 
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3. Defendants are YouTube, Class Plaintiffs do not dispute this assertion. 
Inc., YouTube, LLC, and Google 
Inc. (collectively, "YouTube"). 

4. YouTube operates a website Class Plaintiffs do not dispute this assertion. 
located on the Internet at 
http://www.youtube.com. Dec!. 
of Michael Solomon in Support 
of Defs.' Mot. for Summary 
Judgment ("Solomon Decl.") 1 
2. 

5. YouTube was founded in 
February 2005 by Chad Hurley, 
Stcvc Chen, and Jawed Karim. 
Decl. of Chad Hurley in 
Support of Defs. ' Mot. for 
Summary Judgment ("Hurley 
Dec!.") V. 

6. The founders created 
YouTube to provide a platform 
for users to conveniently share 
personal videos and to build a 
community around users 
posting and viewing such 
videos. Id. & Exs. 4, IS; Decl. 
of Andrew II. Schapiro in 
Support of Defs.' Mot. for 
Summary Judgment ("Schapiro 
Dec!.") Ex. 158. 

Class Plaintiffs do not dispute this assertion. 

YouTube's founders expressed in mUltiple contemporaneous 
communications that they created YouTube so it would become a 
highly-trafficked website that they could sell quickly for a large sum. 
Although the founders initially discussed rejecting any video unless the 
video was "about YOU," the founders abandoned this limitation in 
order to maximize the financial value of their website. To accomplish 
this, the founders relied on professionally-produced entertainment 
content (called "copyrighted" or "premium" content), not "personal 
videos," to draw viewers to their site. The founders chose to leave such 
"obviously infringing" professionally-produced content on their site in 
order to increase traffic and thereby increase the sale price and profit
potential of their site. Defendants cite to the declaration of You Tube 
co-founder Chad Hurley, but Mr. Hurley admitted at his deposition that 
he could not "recall what we were doing at the time" with respect to 
professional content on the site. Defendants also cite to an email where 
YouTuhe's founders compare themselves to the website flickr, which 
they later brag has "truckloads" of infringing content. 

Class SUF ~~ 4,5,9, 15. 
Hurley Decl. ~ 8. 

Desire for Premium/Traffic 

(Tab 14) ("concentrate all of our efforts in building up our numbers as 
aggressively as we can through whatever tactics. however evil" so that 

3 
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that in "3 months [they] could sell it with 20m view per day and like 2m 
users or something ... there *is* a potential to get to $lb or something.) 
(000001-00507526) 

(Tab 15) (70% of "the most viewed/most discussed [sic ]/top 
favorites/top rated" was copyrighted material.) (000001-00507535-
GOOOOI -00507540) 

(Tab 42) ("we have to keep in mind that we need to attract traffic how 
much traffic will we get from the personal videos remember the only 
reason why our traffic surged was due to video of this type [movies and 
other viral videos]".) (GOOOO 1-00660582) 

(Tab 44) (After a meeting with potential investor Sequoia, the founders 
discuss their "dirty little secret", which was to "sell out quickly.") 
(JKOOOI0387_MVI_0922) 

(Tab 45) (Chen expresses founders' desire to have commercial content 
on YouTube that will draw traffic and support advertising.) 
(JK00005929) 

(Tab 251) ("we should use user-generated content to build our 
audience ... "but we should use this audience to show ANY kind of 
content., promotional stuff, full-length movies, etc ... [since] the content 
that receives the most views (Top 10 videos) is commercially produced 
stuff that we are promoting.") (JKOOO 10174) 

(Tab 47) ("if we remove all that content, we go from 100,000 views a 
day down to about 20,000 views or maybe even lower. the copyright 
infringement stuff. I mean, we can presumably claim that we don't know 
who owns the rights to that video ... who don't we just remove the XXX 
stuff for now?") (JK00007416) 

(Tab 60) ("Our goal is to use funding to pursue a two-phased approach. 
First we will further grow our audience and reach to secure our position 
as the #1 place for personal videos on the internet. Then we will 
monetize the audience we have acquired by hosting video ads.'J 
(JK00009871) 

(Tab 62) (In 2005, YouTubc only removed "obviously copyright 
infringing stuff' but left available popular content including "music 
videos, news clip and comedy shows for now.") (JK00009933) 

(Tab 64) (On at least one occasion, one of the founders uploaded a 
"stolen" video to YouTube) (JK000061 66) 

4 
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(Tab 111) ("our policy from acquisition was to grow the user base.") 
(Schmidt Tr. 109:20-21) 

(Tab 229) ("75-80% of You Tube's views come from "copyrighted 
material"; there is only a "small percentage" of original content present 
on the site.") (GOOOOI-01931843) 

(Tab 234) ("we have to target the people who will never upload a video 
in their life. And those are really valuable because they spend time 
watching. And if they watch, then it's just like TV, which means lots of 
value.") (JK00009383) 

(Tab 235) ("save your meal money for some lawsuits ... let's ease up on 
our strict policies for now. so let's just leave stuff there if it's news 
clips.") (JK00006057) 

(Tab 195) (Goal of CYC was to "to encourage content partners to leave 
more of their content on the site [to] enable YouTube to generate 
significant ad revenue.") (GOOOOI-00743708-09) 

(Tab 198) ("when a user types in a set of keywords "Artist name+song" 
shouldn't the official result show up ahead of the pirated content... in 
what instance can we justify showing a copyrighted version above the 
official one.") (GOOOOI-1531017) 

(Tab 46) (having "serious traffic" will allow the [founders] to sell 
YouTube for "big money.") (GOOOOI-01424047-48) 

Knowledge of Infringing Content 

(Tab 63) ("copyrighted and inappropriate content will find its way onto 
the site ... The actual removal of this content will be in varying 
degrees ... That way, the perception is that we are concerned about this 
type of material and we're actively monitoring it. [But the] actual 
removal of this content will be in varying degrees. That way, ... you 
canfind truckloads of ... copyrighted content ... [if] you [are] actively 
searching for it.") (JK00004749) (emphasis added) 

(Tab 61) ("for these mixed videos with music backgrounds, will we get 
in trouble for them because the music is copyrighted?") (JK00004969) 

(Tab 106) (YouTube chart for tracking entertainment content 
proactively on the site.) (000001-00840004-06) 

5 
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(Tab 130) (YouTube estimated "the potential value of various sports 
content to YouTube.") (G00001- 0716143) 

(Tab 142) ("the fact of the matter is that the majority of the non
professional content has a relatively small number of viewers ... 
whereas the professional here, and remember, professional here just 
doesn't mean big studios. It also means smaller studios, new entrants, 
startups who are professional quality, and you can tel! a professional 
quality video from a user-generated one. It is easy enough. You can tell 
the difference between the two.") (July 16,2009 - Fair Disclosure Wire 
- Q2 2009 Google Earnings Conference CaIl- Final p. 10) 

(Tab 209) (In an August 1,2005 email to all YouTube employees, 
YouTube co-founder Chad Hurley stated: "This user is starting to upload 
tons of 'Family Guy' copyrighted clips ... I think it's time to start 
rejecting some of them. Any objections?")(GOOOOl-00660588) 

(Tab 210) (In 2005, the founders only removed "1) movies 2) TV shows. 
we should KEEP: I) news clips 2) comedy clips (Conan, Leno, etc) 3) 
music videos. In the future, I'd also reject these last three but not yet.") 
(GOOOOI-01424049) 

(Tab 261) ("what percentage of the videos on youtube are violating 
copyright infringement. It's a lot lower than you think, but in terms of 
videos that are watched, it is significantly higher") (GOOOOI-07169720) 

(Tab 231) (In an April 25, 2005 email to YouTube co-founders Steve 
Chen and Jawed Karim, YouTube co-founder Chad Hurley noted the 
presence ofa 'South Park' clip on YouTube and questioned whether it 
should be left on the site because "its [sic] copyrighted materiaL") 
(JK00004704) 

(Tab 232) ("we got a complaint from someone that we were violating 
their user agreement. i *think* it may be because we're hosting 
copyrighted content. .. we should just investigate moving 
www.youtube.com ... ) (JK00005039) 

(Tab 233) ("so, a way to avoid the copyright bastards might be to 
remove the 'No copyrighted or obscene material' line and let the users 
moderate the videos themselves. legally, this will probably be better for 
us, as we'll make the case we can review all videos and tell them if 
they're concerned they have the tools to do it themselves.") 
(JK00005043) 

(Tab 237) ("why don't i just put up 20 videos of pornography and 
obviously copyrighted materials and then link them from the front page. 
what were you thinking.") (JK00009595) 

6 
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(Tab 238) (YouTube founder recognized that users were uploading 
unauthorized copyrighted content to the site in spite to the public policy 
that this was not pennitted. He also recognized that "YouTube may be 
liable for any damages which copyright holders may press.") 
(JKOOOO6263-70) 

(Tab 239)("ifwe reject this, we need to reject all the other copyrighted 
ones .... should we just develop a flagging system for a future push?"; 
Karim responded: "I say we reject this one, but not the other ones. This 
one is totally bIatant.") (JKOOO09668) 

(Tab 240) (In a September 4, 2005 email to YouTube co- founder Jawed 
Karim and others at YouTube, a YouTube user stated: "Jawed - You 
have a lot of people posting Chappelle Show clips and stuff like that. 
Aren't you guys worried that someone might sue you for copywrite [sic 1 
violation like ).Tapster?"; Karim replied: "ahaba.") (JKOOOO7423) 

Estimates 
(Tab 192) (Sequoia forwards article with survey results - "more than 90 
percent of (users') favorite material on (video sharing site) 
YouTube.com Is copyrighted material (from studios") (SCOO1246) 

(Tab 189) ("good news is that fingerprinting works ... bad news ... top 
1000 music videos is probably 700-800 copyrighted") (GOOOOl-
07169542) 

7. The founders named the new The founders' goal in building the YouTube website was to "sell out 
company "YouTube" to quickly." See CS ~ 6. The founders privately concluded in 
emphasize their goal that the contemporaneous communications that viewers were drawn to 
site become a hub of short, YouTube watch infringing premium content, and that without such 
personal videos emphasizing content, they would lose the majority of their audience. In addition to 
"you." Hurley Decl.' 7; early discussions and analyses of the value of this infringing content 
Schapiro Ex. 162. undertaken by the founders, later studies during and after the 

acquisition of You Tube by Google confirmed that YouTube's audience 
was drawn to the site to search for premium content (most of which was 
unlicensed), not "personal videos." See CS 'if 25. Correspondence 
between YouTube and its users, and internal YouTube correspondence 
about its users, show that YouTube (including the founders) knew that 
its users were posting and viewing premium content without 
authorization, and chose to keep that infringing content on the site, in 
order to maintain or increase "traffic." Although the founders initially 
discussed rejecting any video unless the video was "about YOU," the 
founders abandoned this limitation in order to maximize the financial 
value of their website. 

7 
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Class SUF ~~ 4,5,9, II, 13, 15, 19,23,26,27. 

User Communications 
(Tab 29) ("Many YouTube users admitted to YouTuhe that they started 
using YouTube just to watch some of the copyrighted stuff.") 
(000001-00951482) 

(Tab 85) (A user wrote to copyright@you!ube.com that "there are 
millions of Football goals on YouTube ... Here are several copies of the 
video that other people have uploaded 
http://www.youtube.com/results?search _ query=saha+fulham 
&scarch~Scarch") (000001-00707313) 

(Tab 213) (Dunton stated that YouTube "didn't care" that an ipod nano 
contest winner has posted "copyrighted videos." (000001-00504044-
45) 

(Tab 214) (User to YouTube: "You guys have TONS of South Park 
Clips ... is mine the only one in violation? You have WWF/WWE 
Media. WCW Media. Tons of Media that is liable for infringement of 
copyrights and your site promotes it.") (GOOOOI-00558783 M 84) 

(Tab 242) (User to YouTube: "How is it that 'Family Guy cartoon clips 
are deleted, [but] ECW, WWE, WCW, clips and other TV clips are free 
to watch? What is the difference with the copyright?") (JK00000824) 

(Tab 243) (User to YouTube: "I'm a little confused about the rejection 
of my last and other videos. I have seen other 'family guy' videos on 
here ... I also have other vids that are cartoons from TV Funhouse from 
SNL, that are still active and live. What is the difference?" ) 
(JK00000836) 

Gitterman Dec!. at ~ 4, Ex. 3 (metadata). 

Acquisition 

(Tab 23) ("I think we should beat YouTube - and all competitors - but 
not at all costs. A large part of their traffic is from pirated content. When 
we compare our traffic numbers to theirs, we should acknowledge that 
we are comparing out 'legal traffic' to their mix of traffic from legal and 
illegal content.") (000001-00496651) 

(Tab 108) (Credit Suisse analysis) (CSSU 003565) 

(Tab 110) ("This is a company with very little revenue, growing quickly 
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with user adoption, growing much/aster than Google Video, whieh was 
the product that Google had ... , And we ultimately concluded that 1.65 
billion included a premium for moving quickly and making sure that we 
could participate in the user success of YouTube.") (Schmidt Tr. 53:9-
24) (emphasis added) 

(Tab 125) (Acquisition Term Sheet. required indemnification by 
YouTube to Google ... "the representations and warranties related to 
intellectual property shall survive for three years.") (SC009725) 

(Tab 176) (UlIah: "Snowmass video analysis [of You Tube] ... Premlrem 
... 63% ... Premium/removed- means the content is copyright (either in 
whole or in substantial part) and removed were links that were taken 
down.") (CSSU002686) 

(Tab 245) (Credit Suisse's valuation model for YouTuhe estimated that 
60% ofthe video views on YouTuhe were of "premium" content.) 
(CSSU 004071) 

(Tab 246) (An October 8, 2006 draft of Credit Suisse's presentation 
defined "[p1remium content [a1s copyrighted content such as movies/TV 
trailers, music videos, etc.") (CSSU 003335) 

(Tab 277) (Q. "if the operator of one of these private sites decides to 
upload entire movies or television shows onto the private sites, is there 
any way a content owner can access these private accounts to take down 
those movies or TV television shows? A. I'm not aware of ways in 
which they could.") (Drummond Dep. at 195:13-20) 

(Tab 278) (Google's due diligence team analyzed a random sample of 
hundreds of videos provided by YouTube that Google believed to be 
representative of the types of content on YouTube.) (Duncan 30(b)(6) 
Dep. aI87:3-91:10) 

(Tab 279) (Credit Suisse's October 9,2006 presentation to Google's 
board of directors estimated that "60% of total video streams on [the 
YouTube1 website are 'Premium,' and that "10% of premium content 
providers allow IY ouTube] to monetize their content in 2007E.") 
(Kordestani Dep. at 109:24-110:22) 

8. The founders chose the Class Plaintiffs dispute that the slogan "Broadcast Yourself' conveys 
slogan "Broadcast Yourself' so any message at alL To the extent it does convey any message to users, 
that users would "understand see CS ~ 9 below. 
what the site is supposed to be 
when they visit." Hurley Dec1. 
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~ 7. 
9. YouTuhe's message to the Any public "message" YouTube claims it conveyed to users to comply 

public and to its users with copyright laws is contradicted by YouTube's dependence on and 
consistently has been that users fostering of copyright infringing content on its site. For example, 
should post only videos that YouTube promoted the presence of unauthorized premium content on 
they had created themselves or its site to potential investors, including Sequoia Capital. YouTube's 
otherwise had the right to post. founders considered rejecting any video unless the video was "about 
Id. ,-r 9; DecL of Zahavah Levine YOU," but abandoned this limitation in order to maximize the financial 
("Levine Dec!.") ~~ 5, 7. value of their website. YouTube also deliberately depended on users to 

upload infringing premium content in order to increase traffic and 
thereby the financial value of the site. Correspondence between 
YouTube and its users, and internal YouTube correspondence about its 
users, show that YouTube knew that its users were posting and viewing 
premium content without authorization, and chose to keep that 
infringing content on the site, in order to maintain or increase "traffic." 
YouTube and its users knew that users could upload infringing content 
to YouTube with little or no consequence. 

Class SUF ~~ 4, 5, 9, IS. 
See CS ~~ 6-7. 

10. On April 23, 2005, The "beta" version of the YouTube website was publicly-available 
YouTube launched the "beta" throughout the world. YouTube knew, early on, that the financial value 
version of the website, of the site was driven by the infringing premium content that was 
describing itself to the public as uploaded and viewed on the site, not "personal videos." YouTube 
"the first online community site deliberately chose, early on, to keep several categories of infringing 
that allows members to post and professionally-prodced videos on the site, in order to draw traffic. 
share personal videos." Hurley 
Dcc!. ~~ 4-5. See CS ~~ 6-7. 

(Tab 247) ("a beta version went live in April 2005 ... accessible on the 
worldwide web at www.youtube.com.")(DeclofSteveChen,'3) 

II. In April 2005, YouTube's As explained above at CS, 6, YouTube's "aim" was to build a highly-
founders publicized their new trafficked website that could be sold quickly for a large sum. YouTube 
website to the blog "Video depended on its "members" to upload videos that infringed the 
Link" as follows: "A site called copyrights of various national and international premium content 
'YouTube' has just launched. It owners, including record labels, music publishers, television and movie 
allows members to post and studios, news providers, and sports leagues, in order to drive traffic to 
share personal videos they've the site and meet the founders' goal to "sell out quickly." 
made. The site aims to become 
a community of digital video See CS ~~ 6-7. 
authors and their videos." 
Schapiro Ex. 163. 

12. In April 2005, YouTube ran In addition to the foregoing at CS ,-r,-r 6-7, YouTube compared itself in a 
the following advertisement on communication with Sequoia Capital to the website flickr, a site it 
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the website "Craigslist": described in the same communication as having "truckloads" of 
"YouTube.com is a web-based premium copyrighted content. 
community based around 
creative and fun videos. We are Class SUF ~5. 
seeking folks who possess a 
dash of technical know-how and (Tab 63) ("copyrighted and inappropriate content will find its way onto 
a truckload of flare," [d. Ex. the site ... The actual removal of this content will be in varying 
165. degrees ... That way, the perception is that we are concerned about this 

type of material and we're actively monitoring it. [But the] actual 
removal of this content will be in varying degrees. That way, , .. you 
can find truckloads of ... copyrighted content, .. [if] you [are] actively 
searching for i1.") (JK00007479) (emphasis added) 

13. In early May 2005, YouTube's financial value was based, not on "video blogging," but on 
YouTube told the online the presence of premium, copyrighted content, a fact it promoted to 
technical publication The potential investors in the site. YouTube's founders considered rejecting 
Register: "We just launched a any video unless the video was "about YOU," but abandoned this 
new website, limitation in order to maximize the financial value of their website, 
www,YouTube,com, based on 
the idea of video blogging See CS ~~ 6-7 above. 
where members would take 
clips ranging from the mundane Hurley Dec!. ~~ 3-5. 
to the fascinating, Our hope is 
that a community would be built 
around 'channels' such as 
'Sports', 'Kids', 'Vacations', 
'Cars', etc," Id, Ex. 164. 

14. On December 14, 2005, At around the time of its "official" launch, YouTube had been active for 
YouTube officially launched its six months and had hosted large quantities of infringing content during 
website. Hurley Dec!. ~ 23. that period, with the knowledge and support of its founders. YouTube 

had experimented with a flagging feature for copyright infringement, 
but abandoned it after two weeks because it no longer served its 
business interests of building traffic to encourage a quick sale of the 
site. 

Class SUF ~~ 4, 5,7,9. 
See CS ~ 6. 

(Tab 39) ("we took [the flag] down, because, as stated in the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act, we're only obligated to remove content 
when contacted directly by the copyright owner.") (JKOOO08393) 

(Tab 43) (September 2005: "can we remove the flagging link for 
'copyrighted' today? .. it's actually better if we don't have the link there 
at all because then the copyright holder is responsible for serving us 
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allows users from around the 
world to upload videos free of 
charge to computer servers 
owned or leased by YouTube. 
Solomon Dec!. ~ 2. 

is a 
pervasive infringing content available on the site, has attracted a huge 
audience that is of enormous financial value to Defendants. Users of 
the YouTube website are presented with advertisements on the home, 
search, browse and watch pages of the site, all of which generate 
revenue for YouTube. As described at CS 1\16, YouTubc also controls 
what videos are uploaded and watched on its site, when they are 
watched, and who watches them, in order to maximize potential profits. 

Dec!. of Suzanne Reider f~ 3, 5, 8, 10. 
Class SUP ~~ 4, 9, 15, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41. 
See CS ~~ 49, 160, 164, 170, 

a From the outset, has known about and on users 
by uploading infringing premium content to its website, because YouTube 

knows that is the content that drives its traffic and therefore its financial 
value. See CS 1\~ 6-7. YouTube also controls what videos get shown on 
its site, and when and how they are viewed. For example, YouTube 
prescreens every video uploaded to its site and selectively blocks 
certain videos on behalf of favored content partners before they are 
shown to viewers. See CS ~~ 88, 94-96. YouTube reviews the videos 
on its website "24 hours a day, 7 days a week" to selectively remove 
videos that in its view are "inappropriate." YouTube runs text-based 
searches of the videos on its site to selectively find and remove content 
on behalf offavored content owners. YouTube selectively blocks 
access to certain videos in certain countries on behalf of favored content 
owners or for politicial reasons. See CS ~ 23. YouTube's "video 
response" feature encourages users to upload videos that are similar to 
the videos already being shown on the YouTube website. YouTube's 
"related videos" feature suggests specific videos for YouTube's 
audience to watch, including videos of class plaintiffs' unauthorized 
content. YouTube's search function suggests specific searches to its 
audience, including searches for class plaintiffs' unauthorized content. 
YouTube tracks specific songs on its site for business reasons, 
including class plaintiffs' unauthorized musical compositions. See CS ~ 
97. Despite YouTube's control over what gets uploaded to and watched 
on its site, YouTube chooses not to block or remove unauthorized 
content, including class plaintiffs' content, that it knows is 

and viewed. YouTube controls what to 
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and watched on its website for the purpose of maximizing its financial 
value and potential profits. See CS ~~ 160, 164, 167. 

Class SUF ~~ 6, 28, 29, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41. 

Gitterman Decl. at ~ 4, Ex. 3. (metadata). 

Email Alert 
(Tab 16) (Setting up that tool to send email alerts to content owners 
"isn't hard" but YouTube "hate[dJ ... making it easier for these aholes" -
referring to copyright owners.") (GOOOOI-00829704) 

(Tab 241) (After removing infringing videos, employee observed that it 
"looks like the users simply uploaded the videos again today" and 
suggested the implementation of a feature that once a video was 
rejected, YouTube would "flag the user so that we must review all of 
their new videos before they go live.") (JK00008331) 

Inappropriate Content 
(Tab 106) (You Tube chart for tracking entertainment content proactively 
on the site.) (GOOOOI-00840004-06) 

(Tab 107) ("Users police YouTube by flagging inappropriate content for 
review [and] all flagged videos are reviewed by the YouTube Content 
SQUAD, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.")(GOOOO 1-00561577) 

(Tab 211) ("army of content reviewers") (GOOOOI-02482760) 

(Tab 107) (GOOOOI-00561577) ("24 hours a day, 365 days a year") 
(GOOOOI-00561577) 

Manual Screening/Proactive 
(Tab 28) (Gillette: "Need help with proactive scans [ ... J a list of all of 
the earlier infringement notifications that we have received, and I would 
like you to cycle through this once a day and search for their content on 
our site. If you see a lot for any of the content owners, you could also 
ask whoever is working that day in support to help you to ferret more 
ou!.") (GOOOOI-00839851) 

(Tab 236) (Recognition that YouTube should "flag/highlight any video 
with a run time> 1 0 minutes, since most of those are copyrighted 
shows.") (JK00000382) 

(Tab 241) (After removing infringing videos, employee observed that it 
"looks like the users simply uploaded the videos again today" and 
suggested the implementation of a feature that once a video was 
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user 
visiting the You Tube website, 
creating an account, selecting a 
video file from the user's 
computer or other storage 
device, and then clicking a 
button to instruct the YouTube 
system to upload that video. !d. 
~ 3. 

which videos a user chooses to 

the user so that we must review all of 
new videos before they go live.") (JK00008331) 

(Tab 244) ("[W]e can always approve videos first BEFORE they are 
shown anywhere, that's a one-line code change.") (JK00009130) 

(Tab 280) ("we could always approve videos first before they are shown 
anywhere. That's a one-line code change."). (Karim Dep. at 119:4-
121 :24) 

Keyword Searches and Related Videos 
(Tab 13) (February 2007 - "Our CYC tools are now live as well and are 
only offered to partners who enter into a revenue deal with us ... Any 
content the partner identifies is automatically audio fingerprinted and 
placed in the Audible Magic database so the entire process gets smarter 
over time.") (000001-01511226-27) 

(Tab 307) ("Related videos' on the right hand side of the flash player 
match one or more of the keywords of the video" on the watch page.") 
(000001-00243149) 

(Tab 248) (Screenshot from www.youtube.com displaying "video 
response" feature) 

Google Search Suggests Additional Terms 
(Tab 102) (Search for "manchester united" suggests "Manchester united 
v. Chelsea", "Manchester united v. Portsmouth" and "Manchester 
united v. Newcastle 2008") (Reider Ex. 14) 

any not 
control over what videos get uploaded to and watched on the YouTube 
website. 

See CS 'i\16; CS m194-96 (availability of fingerprinting tools to contcnt 
partners). 

See also Dec!. of David King 'i\'i\4, 26. 
Class SUF ~ 29, 33. 

get on 
site for the purpose of maximizing its financial value and potential 
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Class SUF ~ 33. 
19. Uploaded video files are Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that defendants do not have 

automatically processed by control over what videos get uploaded to and watched on the YouTube 
YouTube's computer systems website, and in what formats and on what media they get viewed. 
and converted into file formats Defendants select what videos get uploaded to and shown on the 
that are supported by a variety YouTube website by filtering, promoting or blocking certain videos in 
of viewing devices. ld. ~~ 6-7. order to advance Defendants' own business interests. See CS ~,-r 16, 94, 

96. Defendants also choose to convert videos into additional file 
fonnats in order to distribute those videos to mobile phones and 
television sets, without the users' involvement. 

Class SUF ~ 33 

(Tab 228) ("to date the YouTube engineering team has re-encoded 
approximately 30,000 of the top watched videos onYouTube ... we look 
for the most watched content and prioritize this for re-encoding ... into 
the H.264 format to support our broad Mobile/IPTV efforts.") 
(GOOOOI-00OI0746) 

(Tab 303) (In 2007 YouTube "manually selected" videos to "syndicate" 
to mobile phone providers) (Patterson Tr. 54:9-58:24) 

20. The series of events that is Defendants interpose themselves in a variety of ways between an 
triggered by a user's decision to upload by the user and the availability of that content on Youtube. 
upload a video to YouTube and Defendants select what videos get uploaded to and shown on the 
ends with the user's video being YouTube website by filtering, promoting or blocking certain videos in 
made playable on YouTube is order to advance Defendants' own business interests. See es 'if 16. 
fully automated and does not Defendants also choose to convert videos into additional file formats in 
involve the intervention or order to distribute those videos to mobile phones and television sets, 
active involvement of You Tube without the users' involvement. See CS 'il19. When YouTube first 
personnel. !d. 'il2. entered commercial deals to distribute its content to such third party 

media platforms, YouTube selected which videos would be distributed. 
YouTube has also been actively involved in detennining what videos 
get watched on its site by choosing not to remove unauthorized 
premium content that it knows is on the site, and by refusing to provide 
copyright protection tools to content owners who refuse to license their 
content to YouTube. 

Class SUF~' 5. 39. 

See also CS 'iI 36 (Screening and manual review); es 'iI'iI94-96 (Access 
to eye and other tools). 

21. Anyone with Internet access YouTube makes its inventory of videos available to "anyone" in order 
and standard Internet browsing to increase traffic and thereby the value of the site. Defendants 
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software can view for free the 
videos that users have stored on 
YouTube. Id. ~9. 

22. A user initiates playback of 
a YouTube video by selecting 
the video that the user wishes to 
view on the YouTube service. 
Id. 

maximize profits from advertising, especially on webpages featuring 
the results of users' searches, which are primarily conducted to locate 
unlicensed premium content. See CS ~~ 160, 167. Defendants' revenue 
is therefore dependent upon the traffic generated by the availability of 
those videos. YouTube's website also provides "for free" Class 
Plaintiffs' unauthorized content, which Class Plaintiffs would otherwise 
license for value. Defendants benefit from offering this content "for 
free" because defendants know that it builds the audience for their site, 
which they can then sell to ''top advertisers." See CS -a 169. 

Class SUF ~~ 33, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41. 

(Tab 316) ("We believe that we have not extracted the maximum value 
from licensees because of the ongoing piracy problems and issues with 
YouTube, the fact that licensees purchase rights but then find that their 
rights are being diluted and they actually don't have exclusivity, as we 
have tried to grant.") (Weingarten Tr. 327:23-328:5) 

(Tab 315) ("Q. Did you have any involvement negotiating the licenses? 
A. Yes. Q. And what was that involvement? A. Fees.") (Horan Tr. at 
162:24-163:7) 

(Tab 313) ("Q. Can you explain to me the sources of the revenue that 
Bourne generates, in the course of its business? A. In the course of its 
music publishing business, we generate revenue by licensing music out 
for use.")(Berrocal Tr. 112: 19-23) 

Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that Defendants do not have 
control over what videos get watched on the You Tube website. 
Defendants select what videos get watched on the YouTube website by 
filtering, promoting or blocking certain videos in order to advance 
Defendants' own business interests. See CS -a 16. For example, 
Defendants' "related videos" feature encourages users to initiate 
additional playbacks of certain videos, including videos containing 
class plaintiffs' content. Defendants' search function also suggests 
specific searches to its users, including searches for class plaintiffs' 
unauthoriZJ:d content. 

See CS ~ 25. 

Featured Videos 
(Tab 190) (Part of You Tube's "job" was "making sure we are finding 
and featuring the best videos in the YouTube universe") (9-22-06 Blog) 

(Tab 191) ("anything you see in the box marked "Featured Videos" has 
L.. _____________ L"b"ee"'n"'"se"'l"ec"t"'e"d-"b'L'ya,...te"'a ... m~o'_f"ed,",i"to~r,s who are constantly thinking about 
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In response to a 
request, the YouTube system 
automatically streams a copy of 
the requested video from one of 
its video servers to the user's 
computer or other viewing 
device. ld. 

24. In all cases, 
YouTube prohibits users from 
downloading videos from the 
site, and does not offer that 
functionality to users. ld. ~ 10. 

stream a copy 
in response to a video playback request. For example, YouTube 
prevents access to videos that have been blocked by one of YouTube's 
favored content partners. See CS~,-r 94-96. YouTube also selectively 
blocks access to certain videos in certain countries or regions on behalf 
of favored content owners or for politicial reasons. Defendants also 
employ a team of employees to remove or block videos YouTube 
considers "inappropriate," 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. See CS ~ 16. 

Class SUF ~~ 6, 28, 29 

Geo-Blocking 
(Tab 204) ("By offering the ability to Oeo-filter video, we will gain 
access to a much larger universe of professional video content. 
Territorial rights issues and controls related to this has been a major 
cause limiting the type and amount of video content that professional 
content providers (studios, networks, labels, etc.) have been able to 
provide to YouTube so far.") (GOOOOI-02523433) 

YouTube stores a copy video a user in the user's 
"Temporary Internet Files" folder on the user's computer hard drive, 
which can then be repeatedly accessed or shared without returning to 
the YouTube website. 

(Tab 300) (a copy ofa video is "cached" or stored after a user accesses 
the video on the YouTuhe site) (000001-00718495) 
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entering a query of terms the 
user deems relevant into search 
fields provided on various pages 
throughout the site. Id.1 11. 

content. 
has concluded that users primarily search for professionally-produced 
premium content on the site, most of which is unlicensed. 

Gitterman Dec!. at 1 4, Ex. 3 (metadata). 

(Tab 25) ("Our preliminary analysis indicates that anywhere from 
-40% to as high as -70% of search queries may involve premium 
terms .... lt seems that premium content/brands are an important 
element to bringing people into the YT house. My guess is that once 
they're in, they decide to stay a while.") (GOOOOI-00238624) 
(emphasis added) 

(Tab 4) ("Revenue will be generated from ads primarily on Search 
pages (40%) ... The most popular queries are for head content -
Music, Movies, TV, Celebrities, and Sports - whose rights holders 
require negotiated partnerships for us to obtain ... ") (GOOOO 1-
00375065) 

(Tab 22) ("based in particular on the recent analysis ... done on query 
stream data ... is that Chad's initial conclusion [that 'users ... don't want 
to watch professionally produced content'] is not correct. This data 
suggests that our users do want to watch professional content, be we 
haven't yet licensed the content that they're looking for .... Of the Top 

(Tab 24) ("Top 10K queries ... "Searches do reflect popularity pretty 
well ... Fresh content is being searched for consistently ... Music, TV 
Shows, Movies, Celebrities, Sports, etc, are definitely our top categories 
to attack ... ") (000001-00986823) 

(Tab 41) (Content Lead Discussion - June 26, 2007: "users are 
of things, but primarily for premium content ...••• 1 

(000001-01016969) 

(Tab 85) (A user wrote to copyright@youtube.com that "there are 
millions of Football goals on YouTube ... Here are several copies of the 
video that other people have uploaded 
http://www.youtube.com/results?search _ query=saha+fulham 
&search=Search") 

(Tab 127) (For "soccer", "football" and "Premier League", YouTube ran 
"# searches for the above done on YT daily ... # titles with tagged with 
the above ... # titles with the above in the title") (GOOOOI-00214966) 
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response to query, the 
service automatically returns a 
results page that shows the user 
a page or pages containing 
single, reduced-size images of 
the the 

(Tab 
013162:17-29.0(113) 

report with top searches of April 25") (GOOOOI~ 

(Tab 221) (analysis of "value of premium content versus UOC content" 
led to conclusion that "users are searching for lots of things, but 
primarily for premium content") (000001-05943951-55) 

(Tab 222) (Based on an analysis 
under entertainment - not sUl·pr:·isirlg ... 
01016844) 

(Tab 194) ("If so, then 
Premium) of the Top 100 Content Searches ("eat'ch,,, 
playback) are for premium content? .. I'm guessing the vast majority of 
what was watched was actually NOT uploaded by the copyright holder") 
(G00001-00327194-97) 

Google Search Suggests Additional Terms 
(Tab 102) (Search for "manchester united" suggests "Manchester united 
v. Chelsea", "Manchester united v. Portsmouth" and "Manchester 
united v. Newcastle 2008") 

Agreements Featuring Search Functions 
(Tab 161) EMI Music Marketing: Schedule 2(c) - "Text & Tag 
Searching. For EMI content not identified by Video Hashing or Audio 
Fingerprinting, YouTube shall on EMl's behalf, at least once a day, run 
text-based searches in the User-inputted metadata for videos uploaded 
to the Video Service to locate matches for titles of EM! Sound 
Recordings and EMI Videos, or artist names, or other key words 
designated by EMI and designed to detect Blocked Content ("EMI 
Keywords"). (G00001-01907142-7190) 

response to a query, filters the in a variety 
ways. For example, YouTube removes duplicate videos, as well as 
results that contain content YouTube considers "inappropriate," or 
content that has been blocked on behalf of favored content partners. 
See CS ~ 16. YouTube also displays advertisements on the results 
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as 
responsive to the user's query, 
accompanied by a portion of the 
text the user who uploaded the 
video provided to describe the 
video. Id. 

27. When YouTube officially 
launched in December 2005, it 
was receiving approximately 
6,000 new video uploads each 
day, and its users were watching 
nearly 2.5 million videos each 
day. Hurley Dec!. ~ 23 & Ex. 
28. 

28. By 2006, the 
number of daily video uploads 
to YouTube was 25,000. !d. 

content. 

Class SUP ~~ 6, 28, 36, 37, 40, 41. 

See also CS ~ 94, 96 (CYC features); CS ~~ 160, 164 (financial benefit 
through traffic and advertising). 

Duplicate Videos 
(Tab 296) ("We should disallow the user for uploading the same video 
more than once. We should also remove the originals from duplicate 
videos across all users. However, we should never disallow the same 
video posted by *different* people.") (GOOOOI~2826899) 

Class plaintiffs dispute any inference that did not know what 
videos had been uploaded and watched on YouTube, or that they did 
not control what videos were uplaoded and watched on YouTube. By 
December 2005, YouTube's founders knew that infringing videos were 
being shown on the YouTube site, and had conducted analyses showing 
that around 80% of the videos on the site were infringing. See CS ~~ 6. 
Those analyses continned that the growth in the number of YouTube's 
viewers was principally attributable to infringing premium content on 
its site, not "personal videos." ld. Despite the number of videos being 
uploaded to the site, YouTube was nevertheless able to control what 
videos got uploaded and watched on the site by, among other things, 
removing videos it deemed "inappropriate," and by selectively finding 
and removing content on behalf of favored content owners. 

Class SUP n 4-6, 28-29. 

See CS ~16. 

Class plaintiffs dispute any inference that did not know 
videos had been uploaded and watched on YouTube, or that they did 
not control what videos were upJaoded and watched on YouTube. By 
February 2006, YouTube's founders knew that of infringing videos 
were being shown on the YouTube site, and had conducted analyses 
showing that between 60 and 80% of the videos on the site were 
infringing. Those analyses confirmed that the growth in the number of 
YouTube's viewers was principally attributable to infringing premium 
content on its site, not "personal videos." Despite the number of videos 
being uploaded to the site, YouTube was nevertheless able to control 
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things, removing videos it deemed "inappropriate," and by selectively 
finding and removing content on behalf of favored content owners. 

Class SUF ~~ 5-6, 13. 
(Tab IS) (70% of "the most viewed/most discussed [sic ]/top 
favorites/top rated" was copyrighted material.) 

(Tab 215) (January 2006: "youtube is at an advantage blc they aren't 
the target that we are with issues like this [pre-screening]. they are 
aware of this (I spoke with them on friday) and they plan on exploiting 
this in order to get more and more traffic."} (GOOOOI-03592968) 

29. In july 2006, users uploaded In addition to CS 4j\4j\ 27-28, Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that 
to YouTube more than 2.1 Defendants did not know what videos had been uploaded and watched 
million videos to the site, and on You Tube, or that they did not control what videos were uplaoded 
watched more than 3 billion and watched on YouTube. By July 2006, YouTube had conducted 
videos. Id. several analyses showing that between 60 and 80% of the videos on the 

YouTube website were infringing. Those analyses confirmed that the 
growth in the number of You Tube's viewers was principally 
attributable to infringing premium content on its site, not "personal 
videos." See CS 4j\ 6. By July 2006, high level Google executives 
concluded that its then-competitor YouTube was a "'rogue enabler' of 
content theft" and a "video Grokster," and that "YouTube's business 
model is completely sustained by pirated content." (Tab 220) Despite 
the number of videos being uploaded to the site, YouTube was 
nevertheless able to control what videos got uploaded and watched on 
the site by, among other things, removing videos it deemed 
"inappropriate," and by selectively finding and removing content on 
behalf of favored content owners. 

Class SUF ~~ 4, 6, 9. 
See CS ~16; CS'~ 94-96. 

Google's Assessment of YouTube 
(Tab 281) {"youtube is at an advantage b/c they aren't the target that we 
are with issues Jike this [pre-screening]. they arc aware of this (I spoke 
with them on friday) and they plan on exploiting this in order to get 
more and more traffic."} (Chane Tr. at 8:18-10:25, 48:10-50:18). 

(Tab 109) ("Premium Content Owners ... perceive You Tube as 
trafficking mostly illegal content - it's a Video Grokster. ... YouTube is 
getting more traffic and engagement than Google Video today .... 
YouTube's content is all free, and much of it is highly sought after 
pirated clips.") (000001-00496619-20; G00001- 004966330) 
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(Tab 118) (Google concluded that YouTube was a 'rogue enabler' of 
content theft.") (GOOOO 1-00502536) 

(Tab 23) ("I think we should beat YouTube ~ and all competitors - but 
not at all costs. A large part of their traffic is from pirated content. 
When we compare our traffic numbers to theirs, we should 
acknowledge that we are comparing out 'legal traffic' to their mix of 
traffic from legal and illegal content.") (GOOOOl-0049665 1) 

(Tab 301) (Anderson to Walker: "] can't believe you're recommending 
buying YouTube. Besides the ridiculous valuation they think they're 
entitled to, they're 80% illegal pirated content.") (GOOOOI-00482516) 

(Tab 216) (Google Video was "baffled" by comparisons between 
YouTube and Google Video because YouTube was "doing little to stem 
its traffic growth on the back of pirated content," calling that choice 
"unsustainable and irresponsible.") (GOOOOI-00562962) 

(Tab 110) ("This is a company with very little revenue, growing quickly 
with user adoption, growing much faster than Google Video, which was 
the product that Google had .... And we ultimately concluded that 1.65 
billion included a premium for moving quickly and making sure that we 
could participate in the user success of YouTube.") (Schmidt Tr. 53:9-
24) (emphasis added) 

30. By December 2007, users Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that Defendants did not know 
were uploading to YouTube what videos had been uploaded and watched on YouTube, or that they 
more than 300,000 videos each did not control what videos were uplaoded and watched on YouTube. 
day and site traffic had reached Defendants knew that the growth of the YouTube website through 
800 million daily video views. December 2007 was primarily driven by the unauthorized premium 
Id. ~ 23. content they offered to viewers. By this date, YouTube had 

implemented content identification technologies that screened every 
single video being uploaded to its website and that allowed YouTube 
and its favored content owners to block, claim or track the videos they 
wanted to. However, Defendants only offered these technologies to 
content owners willing to license their content to YouTube. YouTube 
did so to ensure that content owners would not block or remove the 
unauthorized premium content that was fuelling YouTube's traffic 
growth and therefore its profit potential. 

See CS ~~ 27-29. 
Class SUF ~~ 13, 14, 15, 16, 28. 29. 
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31. By July 2008, uploads to Class Plaintiffs also dispute any inference that Defendants did not know 
YouTuhe had reached more what videos had been uploaded and watched on YouTube, or that they 
than 400,000 videos per day. did not control what videos were uploaded and watched on You Tube. 
Id. 

See CS~ 30. 

32. More than 500 million Class Plaintiffs dispute the materiality of this assertion. Defendants 
videos have been posted to knew from the outset that it is not the number of videos that create 
YouTube. Levine Decl. ~ 26. value for the YouTube website, but the extent to which those videos 

draw users to the site, and create an audience that can then be sold to 
potential investors or advertisers. See CS 4j\ 6. Defendants' own 
analyses show that users are drawn to YouTube to view premium 
content, most of which is unlicensed, and that such premium content 
made up the biggest proportion of what users werc actually watching. 
See CS ~ 25. Class Plaintiffs also dispute any inference that Defendants 
did not know what videos had been posted to and watched on YouTube, 
or that they did not control what videos were posted to and watched on 
YouTube. See CS, 16. 

(Tab 62) (In 2005, YouTube only removed "obviously copyright 
infringing stuff' but left available popular content including "music 
videos, news clip and comedy shows for now.") (JKOOO09933) 

(Tab 63) ("copyrighted and inappropriate content will find its way onto 
the site ... The actual removal of this content will be in varying 
degrees ... That way, the perception is that we are concerned about this 
type of material and we're actively monitoring it. [But the] actual 
removal of this content will be in varying degrees. That way, ... you 
can find truckloads of ... copyrighted content ... [if] you [are] actively 
searching for it.") (JK00007479) (emphasis added) 

(Tab 64) (On at least one occasion, one of the founders uploaded a 
"stolen" video to YouTube) (JKOOOO6166) 

(Tab 45) (Chen expresses founders' desire to have commercial content 
on YouTube that will draw traffic and support advertising) (KOOOO5929) 

(Tab 46) (having "serious traffic" will allow the [founders] to sell 
YouTube for "big money.") (GOOO01-01424047-48) 

(Tab 47) ("if we remove all that content, we go from 1 00,000 views a 
day down to about 20,000 views or maybe even lower. the copyright 
infringement stuff. I mean, we can presumably claim that we don't know 
who owns the rights to that video ... who don't we just remove the XXX 
stuff for now?") (JKOO07416) 

(Tab IS) (70% of "the most viewed/most discussed [sic ]/top 
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favorites/top rated" was copyrighted material.) (000001-00507540) 

(Tab 42) ("we have to keep in mind that we need to attract traffic how 
much traffic will we get from the personal videos remember the only 
reason why our traffic surged was due to video of this type [movies and 
other viral videos]".) (GOOOO 1-00660582) 

(Tab 106) (YouTube chart for tracking entertainment content 
proactively on the site.) (GOOOOI-00840004-06) 

(Tab 130) (YouTube estimated "the potential value of various sports 
content to YouTube.") (000001- 00716143) 

(Tab 142) ("the fact of the matter is that the majority of the non
professional content has a relatively small number of viewers ... 
whereas the professional here, and remember, professional here just 
doesn't mean big studios. It also means smaller studios, new entrants, 
startups who are professional quality, and you can tell a professional 
quality video from a user-generated one. It is easy enough. You can tell 
the difference between the two.") (July 16, 2009 - Fair Disclosure Wire 
- Q2 2009 Google Earnings Conference Call- Final, p. 10) 

(Tab 209) (In an August 1,2005 email to all YouTube employees, 
YouTube co-founder Chad Hurley stated: "This user is starting to upload 
tons of 'Family Guy' copyrighted clips ... I think it's time to start 
rejecting some of them. Any objections?") (000001-00660588) 

(Tab 210) (In 2005, the founders only removed "1) movies 2) TV shows. 
we should KEEP: 1) news clips 2) comedy clips (Conan, Leno, etc) 3) 
music videos. In the future, I'd also reject these last three but not yet.") 
(GOOOOI-01424049) 

(Tab 261) ("what percentage of the videos on youtube are violating 
copyright infringement. It's a lot lower than you think, but in terms of 
videos that are watched, it is significantly higher") (000001-07169720) 

(Tab 231) (In an April 25, 2005 email to YouTube co-founders Steve 
Chen and Jawed Karim, YouTube co-founder Chad Hurley noted the 
presence of a "South Park" clip on YouTube and questioned whether it 
should be left on the site because "its [sic] copyrighted material.") 
(JK00004704) 

(Tab 232) ("we got a complaint from someone that we were violating 
their user agreement. i *think* it may be because we're hosting 
copyrighted content ... we should just investigate moving 
www.youtube.com ... )(Karim Ex. 23) (JK00005039) 
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(Tab 233) ("so, a way to avoid the copyright bastards might be to 
remove the 'No copyrighted or obscene material' line and let the users 
moderate the videos themselves. legally, this will probably be better for 
us, as we'll make the case we can review all videos and tell them if 
they're concerned they have the tools to do it themselves.") (Hurley Ex. 
1) (JK00005043) 

(Tab 235) ("save your meal money for some lawsuits ... let's ease up on 
our strict policies for now. so let's just leave stuff there if it's news 
clips.") (JK00006057) 

(Tab 237) ("why don't i just put up 20 videos of pornography and 
obviously copyrighted materials and then link them from the front page. 
what were you thinking.") (JK00009595) 

(Tab 238) (YouTube founder recognized that users were uploading 
unauthorized copyrighted content to the site in spite to the public policy 
that this was not permitted. He also recognized that "YouTube may be 
liable for any damages which copyright holders may press.") (Karim Ex. 
46) (JK00006259-70) 

(Tab 239) ("if we reject this, we need to reject all the other copyrighted 
ones .... should we just develop a flagging system for a future push? .. .1 
say we reject this one, but not the other ones. This one is totally 
blatant.") (JK00009668) 

(Tab 240) (In a September 4, 2005 email to YouTube co- founder Jawed 
Karim and others at YouTube, a YouTube user stated: "Jawed - You 
have a lot of people posting Chappelle Show clips and stuff like that. 
Aren't you guys worried that someone might sue you for copywrite l sic] 
violation like Napster?"; Karim replied: "ahaha.") (JK00007423) 

(Tab 189) ("good news is that fingerprinting works ... bad news ... top 
1000 music videos is probably 700-800 copyrighted") (GOOOOI-
07169542) 

(Tab 206) ("Labels can claim block or track without knowing/entering 
publisher data. If they wish to set the policy to monetize, they need to 
either tell us the publisher(s) and percent payout for each; or agree to 
pay the publisher themselves (Administer publisher payouts)") 
(GOOOO 1-02609 134-35) 

(Tab 4) ("Revenue will be generated from ads primarily on Search 
pages (40%) ... The most popular queries are for head content-
Music, Movies, TV, Celebrities, and Sports ~ whose rights holders 
require negotiated partnerships for us to obtain ... ") (GOOOO 1-
00375065) 
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Users Search Analyses 
(Tab 22) ("based in particular on the recent analysis ... done on query 
stream data ... is that Chad's initial conclusion [that 'users ... don't want 
to watch professionally produced content'] is not correct. This data 
suggests that our users do want to watch professional content, be we 
haven't yet licensed the content that for. ... Of the 

(Tab 24) ("Top 10K queries ... "Searches do reflect popularity pretty 
well ... Fresh content is being searched for consistently ... Music, TV 
Shows, Movies, Celebrities, Sports, etc, are definitely our top categories 
to attack ... ") (000001-00986823) 

(Tab 25) ("Our preliminary analysis indicates that anywhere from -40% 
to as high as -70% of search queries may involve premium terms .... it 
seems that premium content/brands are an important element to 
bringing people into the IT house. My guess is that once they're in, 
they decide to stay a while.") (Eun Ex. 27) (000001-00238624) 
(emphasis added) 

(Tab 221) (analysis of "value of premium content versus UGC content" 
led to conclusion that "users are searching for lots of things, but 
primarily for premium content") (GOOOOI-05943951-55) 

(Tab 41) (B. Hurley Ex. 18) (000001-01016964-86) (Content Lead 
Discussion - June 26, 2007: of things, but 
primarily for premium content... (GOOOOI-
01016969) 

(Tab 222) (Based on an analysis 
under entertainment - not ""-mii,;,,,c .. 
01016844) 

User Communications 

fall 

(Tab 85) A user wrote to copyright@youtube.com that "there are 
millions of Football goals on YouTube ... Here are several copies of the 
video that other people have uploaded 
http://www.youtube.com/results?search _ query=saha+fulham 
&search~Search") (G00001-00707313) 

(Tab 127) (For "soccer", "football" and "Premier League", YouTube ran 
"# searches for the above done on YT daily ... # titles with tagged with 
the above ... # titles with the above in the title" GOQOOI-00214966 
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33. Less than 1% of the more 
than 500 minion videos posted 
to YouTube have been the 
subject of a DMCA takedown 
notice or an equivalent 
takedown request sent to 
YouTube by a copyright owner. 
!d. 

(Tab 132) ("Weekly report with top searches of April 25") (000001-
01316227-29.0013) 

Class Plaintiffs dispute the materiality of this assertion. In addition to 
the foregoing at CS ~ 32, the number ofDMCA takedown notices is 
not an accurate reflection of the amount of infringing content on the 
YouTube website, because Defendants know that there is infringing 
content on their website that content owners have not located or cannot 
locate, and Defendants prevent copyright owners from locating all 
infringing videos. For example, Defendants refused to make industry 
standard fingerprinting and other identification processes available to 
all content owners, absent a license from the content owner or other 
onerous conditions. See CS ~~ 94-96. Content owners also cannot 
search YouTube's "private" videos, which are not accessible to the 
public, but which Defendants know contain infringing material. 
Defendants also refuse to block repeated postings of infringing material 
subject to takedown notices. Oiven the number of videos Defendants 
admit are present on YouTube, Defendants' refusal to make available 
all existing tools of copyright protection equally to all content owners 
has allowed large quantities of copyright infringing videos to remain on 
the site. See id. Defendants have refused to make these tools available 
in order to prevent content owners from removing the infringing videos 
that Defendants knew were drawing users to its site and thereby 
increasing its profit-making potentiaL See CS 'iI~ 160, 164, 167. 

Private Videos 
(Tab 223) ("A trend we see is that people upload copyrighted videos to 
their private videos (which are not reviewed unless flagged), and then 
they invite large numbers of people to view the video which bypasses 
our copyright restrictions.") (000001-00827503) 

(Tab 218) (YouTube employees proactively reviewed private videos 
uploaded by the 40 users who uploaded the most total videos over a 
two·day period, and closed 17 of those 22 accounts.) (000001-
02693808) 

(Tab 219) (of the "users who uploaded the most private videos over 2 
days ... 17 out of 40 were full of copyright, 5 were porn.") (000001-
05150988) 

(Tab 230) (Rather than remove a "copyrighted Ed Sullivan show" clip 
that she uploaded to YouTube, employee stated "maybe I'll just make it 
private ;).") (000001-01931806) 
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Repasts 
(Tab 241) (After removing infringing videos, employee observed that it 
"looks like the users simply uploaded the videos again today" and 
suggested the implementation of a feature that once a video was 
rejected, YouTube would "flag the user so that we must review all of 
their new videos before they go live.") (JKOOOO8331) 

(Tab 30) (User to YouTube: "I expect that there will be more videos 
uploaded this evening and into the night. 1 will continue to use the 
verification tool to request that you remove the videos that are 
infringing on our copyrights.") (GOOOOI-00041716) 

(Tab 86) (User to YouTube: "Even jf a video of a certain program is 
deleted, the same content is uploaded, again, over and over. We are 
very disappointed at how unproductive this process is ... ") (GOOOOI-
01918032) 

(Tab 188) (Display of reposted clips of Class Plaintiffs' works.) 

34. YouTube hosts hundreds of See CS ~ 33. 
millions of videos that no one 
has ever alleged to infringe any 
copyright. Id. 

35. At present, more than 24 Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that Defendants do not or cannot 
hours of new video is uploaded control what videos are uploaded and watched on YouTube. YouTube 
to YouTube every minute, or always had and continues to have the ability to prescreen every video 
almost four years worth of new uploaded to its website for copyright infringements, but has chosen to 
video every day. Hurley Decl. ~ do so only on behalf of favored content partners. See CS ~~ 16, 94-96. 
26. YouTube is also able to immediately analyze, identify and target 

advertisements to the content of specific videos, and to the content of 
users' searches for specific videos, despite the number of videos being 
uploaded and viewed on its site every day. See CS ~~ 160, 164. 

Class SUF~~6, 8, 28,29,31, 33. 

See also VSUF 288-89. 
36. YouTube does not manually Before acquiring YouTube, Google manually prescreened each of the 

prescreen or review each of the videos uploaded to its Google Video website for copyright 
videos uploaded to the service infringements. Google's analyses at the time concluded that YouTube's 
by its users. Levine Decl. ~ 26; success in drawing users was attrihutable to its lack of pre-screening for 
Hurley Dec!. ~ 18; Dec!. of infringements, and Google abandoned its pre-screening policy in 
Micah Schaffer in Support of September 2006 in its final effort to compete with YouTube, before 
Defs.' Mot. for Summary acquiring the site in October 2006. YouTube itself manually screens 
Judgment ("Schaffer Dec!.") ~ .. videos on its website, but only when it serves its business interests. 
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II. These interests include its services to favored content owners, in 
advance of sales meetings with prospective partners, as part of its 
analyses of the popularity of certain videos on the site, before featuring 
videos on its website, before accepting videos into its "User Partner 
Program," and in order to remove content it deems "inappropriate," 
which includes categories such as pornography, violence and hate 
speech (but not infringing content). See CS ,-r 16,49. 

Class SUF~~ 6,8,12,13,14,28,29 

Google Video 
(Tab 93) (Google caught "around 10% of all online user uploaded 
videos during review. Of these approximately 90% is disapproved due 
to copyright violation, and the rest due to policy (porn, violence, etc.") 
(GOOOOI-00794737) 

(Tab 78) ("Today - zero tolerance on copyright, violence and hate ... 
enforced with proactive screening before the video goes live ... reject 
mixed use if more than 50% is recognizable copyright") (GOOOOI-
00496037) 

(Tab 94) ("Google Video Community Policing Change ... "tonight we 
are planning on changing our process for reviewing videos on Google 
Video.") (GOOOOI-06555098) 

(Tab 134) (Google to Acquire YouTube for $1.65 Billion in Stock, 
Google Press Center, October 9, 2006) 

37. YouTube is a platfonn for Other than the select videos referenced in his declaration, Hunter Walk 
aspiring artists and filmmakers. provides no evidence that there is more than an insignificant percentage 
Dec!. of Hunter Walk in of videos from "aspiring artists and filmmakers" on YouTube, and no 
Support of Defs.' Mot. for evidence of the proportion of traffic that such videos drive to YouTube. 
Summary Judgment ("Walk In fact, YouTube is a "global media platfonn" that draws users who are 
Decl.') ~ 16. searching primarily for premium entertainment content, most of which 

is unlicensed. See CS ~ 25. YouTube is a profit-making enterprise, and 
Defendants know that YouTube's financial value is derived from the 
infringing premium content on its site. See also CS ~~ 160, 164, 167. 
ClassSUF~~3, 15.16, 19,23,26,35-41. 

Gitterman DccL at ~ 4, Ex. 3 (metadata). 

38. YouTube is a source of See CS ~ 37. 
political information. Jd. ~~ 6, 
8,9. 

39. Governments and other See CS ~ 37. 
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official bodies have established 
channels on, and posted videos 
to, YouTube, including the 
Vatican, the Kremlin, the Queen 
of England, the United Nations, 
and the governments of Iraq, 
Israel, South Korea, and 
Estonia. Walk Dec!. ~ 8. 

40. Colleges and universities See CS ~ 37. 
have posted videos to YouTube, 
including tens of thousands of 
video-lectures on academic 
subjects. Jd.1I12. 

41. Nonprofit organizations See CS ~ 37. 
have posted videos to YouTube 
to publicize their causes. Jd. ~~ 
10-11. 

42. Law enforcement officials SeeCSV7. 
have posted videos to YouTube 
seeking the public's help in 
identifying criminal suspects. 
Jd. ~ 19. 

43. Movie and television studios YouTube pursued agreements with select large media companies to 
(including CBS, serve its business interests, ignoring the rights of other copyright 
NBC/Universal, BBC, and owners, including numerous independent music publishers that were 
Lions Gate), sports leagues unaffiliated with the major record labels. In order to force the media 
(including the NBA and NHL), companies to make deals, YouTube offered certain copyright protection 
record labels (including features only if the media companies agreed to license their content to 
Universal Music Group, Sony, YouTube. See CS ~~ 94-96. Rights owners that YouTube was not 
Warner Music Group, and interested in because of their "small market share," or that did not show 
EM!), and music publishers interest in licensing their works to YouTube, were denied these 
have entered into content copyright protection tools. 
partnership arrangements with 
YouTube. Dec!. of Christopher Class SUF ~~ 25, 28, 29, 31, 32. 
Maxcy in Support of Defs.' 

(Tab 21) ("Potential Target ... English Premier League.") (GOOOO 1-Mot. for Summary Judgment 
("Maxcy Dec!. ") ~ 9. 03065458) 

(Tab 71) ("If they want to use our tools to help them monitor copyright 
content and claim them, they will have to work with us as a partner.") 
(000001-01519154) (emphasis added) 

(Tab 119) ("F APL Opportunity ... Why do the deal? .. avoiding possible 
litigations/or copyright infringements ... Estimate license fee: between 5 
to 10% of the International TV rights (€20 million [sic] over 3 years).") 
(000001-00922380) (emphasis added) 
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(Tab 130) (YouTube estimated "the potential value of various sports 
content to YouTube.") (GOOOOI- 00716143) 

(Tab 131) ("Premier League" is listed as a Tier 1 content partner, part of 
"Sporting organizations and clubs with international recognition.") 
(GOOOOI-01655883) 

(Tab 149) ("should be devoting the entire team's time to just publishers 
(and big indies) to try to stem litigation?") (GOOOOI-00021120) 

(Tab 36) ("I made it apparent to Mr. Maxcy that Cherry Lane 
represented 60,000 copyrights ... I was summarily told that YouTubc 
had no interest in Cherry Lane given its small market share.") (Hauprich 
(11I4/08) Tr. 274:24-275: 12) 

44. Viacom executives and Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
employees have uploaded and action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement 
watched videos on YouTube. of Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
Schapiro Ex. 127 (129:21-
130:14), Ex. 128 (79:7-80:3, 
81: 17-24, 83: 12-16, 84: 14-18), 
Ex. 129 (215:25-218:8, 224:2-
225:13), Ex. 130 (19:10-14, 
55:21-24), Ex. 25 (253:10-19), 
Ex. 112 (16:19-25). 

45. Employees of the putative As Defendants' exhibits demonstrate, Class Plaintiffs dispute this fact 
class plaintiffs have uploaded to the extent Defendants would have the court infer that any employee's 
and watched videos on use of You Tube was authorized by any Class Plaintiff or was anything 
YouTube. Schapiro Ex. 20 other than a pure Iy personal use, or that any such personal use was more 
(100:12-103:9), Ex. 78 (235:1- than minimal. The activities Defendants rely on for this statement 
238:7), Ex.13!. involve the personal viewing (no uploading) by one employee of mostly 

"cat videos," and by another, the uploading of videos involving her 
family or her attendance at a sci-fi/fantasy convention. In neither 
instance did the activity have anything whatsoever to do with Class 
Plaintiffs, any of their rights, their works or the job activities of the 
person involved, and took place entirely during the personal time of the 
individual. 

46. Viacom considered buying Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
YouTube. See Schapiro Ex. 3 action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement 
(77:7-15). of Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

47. Senior executives at Viacom Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
viewed the prospect of action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement 
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acquiring You Tube as a 
"transfonnative acquisition." 
!d. 

and continuing today, YouTube 
requires its users to agree to 
Tenns of Service before being 
permitted to upload a video to 
the site. Decl. ~ 8; 
Levine Decl. 

Service have always prohibited 
users from submitting 
copyrighted material that they 
are not authorized to upload. 
Hurley Dec!. ~ 8; Levine Dec!. ~ 
6. 

of Facts by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

the court infer that did not know about or foster the 
uploading of infringing content to YouTube. See CS ~ 49. 

extent 
the court infer that did not know about or foster the 
uploading of infringing content to YouTube. Through Defendants' own 
analyses of the content on YouTube, and direct communications with 
users, Defendants knew that users routinely disregarded the Terms of 
Service and posted unauthorized premium to the site. See CS ~ 6-8. 
YouTube knew that infringing content was so pervasive on the site that 
it decided it was necessary to manually review all of a users' videos for 
copyright infringements before accepting the user into its "User Partner 
Program." YouTube and its users also knew that users could upload 
infringing content to YouTube with little or no consequence. For 
example, users often boasted in the descriptions and comments 
accompanying the videos that they were uploading copyright infringing 
videos. YouTube depended on the infringing content on its site in order 
to fuel the growth of its audience, from which YouTube derivcs its 
financial value. YouTube's Terms of Use also state that YouTube has 
"the right to remove content at our sole discretion for any reason 
whatsoever." However, Defendants chose not to remove all of the 
infringing content that they knew was on YouTube. Instead, 
Defendants selectively removed infringing content from YouTube when 
it was in their business interest to do so, for example, in advance of 
sales meetings with prospective partners, or on behalf of favored 
content partners who had already licensed their content to YouTube. 

Class SUF ~~ 4-6, 22, 28-29. 

Gittennan Dec!. at ~ 4, Ex. 3 (metadata). 

(Tab 214) ("I noticed other similar [South Park] videos on the site and 
so I felt I was not doing anything against the rules.") (GOOOOl-
00558783) 

47) ("if we remove all that content, we go from 1 00,000 views a 
views even 
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infringement stuff. I mean, we can presumably claim that we don't 
know who owns the rights to that video ... who don't we just remove 
the XXX stuff for now?") (JK00007416) 

(Tab 260) (abuse of YouTube's Terms of Use when "a user uploads 
'serial uploads' which is basically a piece of long form content that they 
have broken up into parts and then uploaded segments of onto YouTube 
to get past our ten minute limit.") (000001-00953867) 

(Tab 262) ("should we just assume that a user uploading content really 
owns the content and is agreeing to all the terms of use? so we don't take 
down anything other than obscene stuffl") (JK00007378) 

(Tab 29) ("Many YouTube users admitted to YouTube that they started 
using YouTube just to watch some of the copyrighted stuff.") (GOOaa 1-
00951482) 

(Tab 85) (A user wrote to copyright@youtube.com that "there are 
millions of Football goals on YouTube ... Here are several copies of the 
video that other people have uploaded 
http://www.youtube.com/results?search _ query=saha+fulham 
&search~Search") (G00001-00707313) 

(Tab 213) (Dunton stated that YouTube "didn't care" that an ipod nano 
contest winner has posted "copyrighted videos.") (GOOOOI-OOS04044-
45) 

(Tab 214) (User to YauTube: "You guys have TONS of South Park 
Clips ... is mine the only one in violation? You have WWF/WWE 
Media. WCW Media. Tons of Media that is liable far infringement of 
copyrights and your site promotes it.") (GOOOOI-00558783-84) 

(Tab 242) (User to YouTube: "How is it that 'Family Guy cartoon clips 
are deleted, [but] ECW, WWE, WCW, clips and other TV clips are free 
to watch? What is the difference with the copyright?") (JK00000824) 

(Tab 243) (User to YouTube: "I'm a little confused about the rejection 
of my last and other videos. I have seen other 'family guy' videos on 
here ... I also have other vids that are cartoons from TV Funhouse from 
SNL, that are still active and live. What is the difference?") 
(JK00000836) 

User Partner Program 
(Tab 112) ("We are being very proactive at this time and reaching out 
to users - however, we have to be very cautious and make sure that 
users in this program know about copyright laws and obey them to the 
fullest extent possible. That is the tricky Dart. We provide online 
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training, as well as use technology (Video Identification) and some 
human review.") (GOOOO01-02027618-02027619) 

(Tab 154) ("Copyright 101 for You Tube Partners," to "get permission" 
when "using other people's property", with the presentation notes 
indicating that "ASCAP, BMI and SESAC are excellent resources for 
identifying the copyright holder for a particular piece of musice [sic].") 
(GOOO01-01027036) 

50. Virtually every page of the Class Plaintiffs dispute this fact to the extent Defendants would have 
YouTube website contains a the court infer that Defendants did not know about or foster the 
direct link to YouTube's Terms uploading of infringing content to YouTube. See CS ~ 49. 
of Service. Id. 

5!. Since October 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute this fact to the extent Defendants would have 
YouTube has displayed the court infer that Defendants did not know about or foster the 
"Community Guidelines" on its uploading of infringing content to YouTube. See CS ~ 49. In addition, 
site instructing users to "respect YouTube enforced its "Community Guidelines" by removing content it 
copyright" and only to "upload deemed "inappropriate," such as pornography and violence, but chose 
videos that you made or that not to remove the infringing content it knew was on the site. YouTube 
you are authorized to use." ld. ~ implemented a community flagging feature for copyright infringement, 
7. but abandoned the feature after only two weeks because it did not want 

to take down the videos that were being identified through the feature. 

Class SUF ~~ 5-7. 

(Tab 63) ("copyrighted and inappropriate content will find its way onto 
the site ... The actual removal of this content will be in varying 
degrees ... That way, the perception is that we are concerned about this 
type of material and we're actively monitoring it. [But the] actual 
removal of this content will be in varying degrees. That way, ... you 
can find truckloads of ... copyrighted content ... [if} you [are] actively 
searching for it.") (emphasis added) 

52. Since at least March 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute this fact to the extent Defendants would have 
each time a user seeks to upload the court infer that Defendants did not know about or foster the 
a video, YouTube informs its uploading of infringing content to YouTube. See CS ~ 49. Defendants 
users, via multiple messages could have removed the infringing content they knew was on YouTube 
displayed in the upload process, through a variety of tools and processes, but, other than in certain select 
that they are prohibited from situations when it was in their business interest to do so, they did not. 
uploading copyrighted content 
unless they have the right or Class SUF ~~ 5-7,17,18,28-29. 
authorization to do so. ld. ~ 8. 
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53. Since at least March 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute this fact to the extent Defendants would have 
YouTube has provided a the court infer that Defendants did not know about or foster the 
"Copyrights Tips" page that uploading of infringing content to YouTube. See CS ~ 49. Defendants 
gives users guidance on could have removed the infringing content they knew was on YouTube 
copyright issues and describes through a variety of tools and processes, but, other than in certain select 
the consequences to users of situations when it was in their business interest to do so, they did not. 
copyright infringement on the SeeCS~~6-l3,52. 

site. Id.~~9,15. 
Class SUF ~~ 5-7, 17, 18, 28-29. 

54. The Copyrights Tips page Class Plaintiffs dispute this fact to the extent Defendants would have 
links to other pages containing the court infer that Defendants did not know about or foster the 
additional information about uploading of infringing content to YouTube. See CS ~ 49. Defendants 
copyright. ld. ~ 9. could have removed the infringing content they knew was on YouTube 

through a variety of tools and processes, but, other than in certain select 
situations when it was in their business interest to do so, they did not. 
See CS ~ 16 (Youtube control). Although YouTube offers links to other 
pages containing "additional information about copyright," YouTube 
itself ignores this information, choosing not to get the rights holders' 
permission when it knows that unauthorized content is on its site. 

(Tab 154) ("Copyright 101 for YouTube Partners," to "get permission" 
when "using other people's property", with the presentation notes 
indicating that "ASCAP, BMI and SESAC are excellent resources for 
identifying the copyright holder for a particular piece of musice [sic].") 
(GOOOO 1-0 1D27036) 

(Tab 153) (Chastagnoi: In the risks J would add: business may not 
succeed having Music Labels agreeing to provide us with music 
publisher data ... business may not succeed in getting a 3d party (such 
as Harry Fox) to collaborate with us to clear remaining music 
publishing rights.") (GOOOOl-00980438-39) 

55. Since at least March 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute this fact to the extent Defendants would have 
YouTube has required that users the court infer that Defendants have implemented effective means for 
submit a valid and working identifying users or for preventing them from repeatedly uploading 
email address to YouTube infringing material. YouTube chooses not to collect a user's name, 
before uploading any videos. address or other personally-identifying information, and therefore users 
Id.~ll. can sign up to YouTuhe as many times as they want using as many 

different anonymous email addresses as they want. The requirement to 
submit an email address does not identify uploaders or prevent repeat 
infringers from using multiple accounts with different email addresses. 
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Additionally, anyone in the world can view infringing videos without 
having to submit any infonnation at all to YouTube. 

(Tab 249) (Screenshot from www.youtube.comdisplayingaccount 
creation page.) 

56. Since at least March 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute this fact to the extent Defendants would have 
YouTube has verified the the court infer that Defendants have implemented effective means for 
accuracy of its users' email identifying users or for preventing them from repeatedly uploading 
addresses to ensure there is a infringing material. 
mechanism for warning users of 
improper use of the YouTube See CS ~~6-13, 53, 55. 
service. Id. 

57. Since March 2006, YouTube implemented the ten-minute limitation in order to to prevent 
YouTube has limited the visitors from monopolizing bandwidth and because they did not think it 
duration of videos uploaded by would impact the number of viewers. Additionally, at the time the limit 
most users to 10 minutes to was implemented, YouTube knew that while it "reinforce[s] the official 
prevent users from uploading a line," "it probably won't cut down the actual amount of illegal content" 
video consisting of an entire because "standard 22-minute episodes can still easily be uploaded in 
television show or feature- parts, and users will continue to upload the 'juiciest' bits of television 
length film. Id. ~ 12. shows." In fact, television shows and other long fonn premium content, 

such as tennis matches, are labeled by users with detailed information 
including the name of the work and the number of parts, so viewers can 
easily find and watch each part in sequence. Defendants knew that 
users engaged in such "serial uploads" and Defendants could identify 
such uploads, but chose not to "pro-actively search" for them. 

Gittennan Dec!. at 4j[ 5, Ex. 4-14 (Serial uploads ofFFT works in suit 
uploaded in 2007 and 2008) 

(Tab 282) ("We didn't want people to, quote/unquote, hog bandwidth, 
and -- at the detriment of other users, and also we found -- or at least I 
remember that we thought that long videos did not attract many 
viewers.") (Lamond Dep. at 76:6-77:10) 

(Tab 309) ("Alth-ough the new IO-minute length restriction [on clips 
uploaded to YouTube] serves well to reinforce the official line that 
YouTube is not in the business of hosting full-length television shows, 
it probably won't cut down the actual amount of illegal content 
uploaded since standard 22-minute episodes can still easily be uploaded 
in parts, and users will continue to upload the 'juiciest' bits of television 
shows") (J KOOOOO 173) 

(Tab 236) (Recognition that YouTube should "flag/highlight any video 
with a run time> 1 0 minutes, since most of those are copyrighted 
shows.') (JKOOOO0382) 
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(Tab 310) (explaining how YouTube could set up a queue to review all 
videos with "part" or "episode" in the title but questioning whether "it 
is really worth the admin time")(GOOOOI-01859750) 

(Tab 260) (abuse of You Tube's Terms of Use when "a user uploads 
'serial uploads' which is basically a piece of long form content that they 
have broken up into parts and then uploaded segments of onto YouTube 
to get past our ten minute limit.") (GOOOOI-00953867) 

58. YouTube has never YouTube deliberately depended on and encouraged users to upload 
instructed users to engage in infringing premium content in order to increase traffic and thereby the 
copyright infringement. Hurley financial value of the site, YouTubc's founders considered rejecting 
Dec!. ~ 20. any video unless the video was "about YOU," but abandoned this 

limitation in order to maximize the financial value of their site, 
YouTube promoted the presence of unauthorized premium content on 
its site to potential investors, including Sequoia Capital and TriplePoint. 
See CS ~ 9, YouTube and its users knew that users could upload 
infringing content to YouTube with little or no consequence, For 
example, users often boast in the descriptions and comments 
accompanying the videos that they are uploading copyright infringing 
videos. YouTube knew that infringing content was so pervasive on the 
site that it decided it was necessary to manually review all of a users' 
videos for copyright infringements before accepting the user into its 
"User Partner Program." See CS ~ 49. Consistent with its intention 
from the outset, YouTube refused to remove the infringing content it 
knew was there, and consistently refused to take more than cosmetic 
steps to prevent infringement: YouTube knew that a ten-minute limit on 
clips would bolster its "official line" but not reduce infringement (CS ~ 
57); YouTube chose to require uploaders to provide an email address 
but no other personally-identifying information (CS ~ 55); YouTube 
removed videos for "inappropriate" content such as pornography and 
violence, but not copyright infringement (CS ~~ 16, 36); YouTube had 
tools and processes that it used to identify and remove infringing 
premium content on its site, but did not make those tools and processes 
available to content owners unless they agreed to license their content 
to YouTube. See CS ~ 36. 

Class SUF ~ 5-6, 12,28-29. 

See also CS ~~ 6-7, 53. 

Gitterman Dec] at ~ 4, Ex. 3. 

(Tab 154) ("Copyright 101 for YouTube Partners," to "get permission" 
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never 
encouraged users to engage in 
copyright infringement. Jd. 

September 2005, 
Y ouTube has displayed 
infonnation on its website 
instructing copyright holders 
how to provide notice to 
YouTube's designated agent of 
allegedly unauthorized 
materials uploaded by users. 
Hurley Decl. ~ 21; Levine Dec!. 
~~ 15-16. 

registered its DMCA agent with 
the Copyright Office in October 

62. YouTube's DMCA agent's 
contact information is 
accessible through YouTube's 
"Copyright Infringement 
Notification" page. Levine 
Dec!. ~ 15. 

63. at least March 2006, a 
link to the Copyright 
Infringement Notification page 
has been included at the bottom 

notes 
indicating that "ASCAP, and SESAC are excellent resources for 
identifying the copyright holder for a particular piece of musice Isic].") 
(GOOOOI-OI027036) 

YouTube presence 
premium content on its site by refusing to remove the infringing content 
it knew was there, and by consistently refusing to take more than 
cosmetic steps to prevent infringement. See CS ~ 58. 

Pla.intiffs dispulte any inference that 
infonnation was timely or that it was or is adequate or effective. 
YouTube was founded in February 2005 (~ 5 supra), was publicly
available in April 2005 (~ 10 supra), and YouTube knew and 
encouraged copyright infringement on its website during that time 
period. See CS ~ 6. YouTube's policy is to disable only the specific 
web page or "URL" (which identifies a specific video at a specific 
location) listed in the notice. CS ~ 64. YouTube does not remove other 
instances of the infringing video located elsewhere on its website, nor 
does it prevent the repeated posting and viewing of the infringing video 
by the same or other users. See CS ~ 33. 

Class SUF ~~ 17-18. 

not statement. 

policy is to disable only the specific web page or "URL" 
(which identifies a specific video at a specific location) listed in the 
notice. YouTube does not remove other instances of the infringing 
video located elsewhere on its website, nor does it prevent the repeated 
posting and viewing of the infringing video by the same or other users. 
es ~ 64. 

17-18. 
Defendants provide no ofwhcn to include a' to 
the "Copyright Infringement Notification page" at the bottom of 
"virtually every page." YouTube's policy is to disable only the specific 
web page or "URL" (which identifies a specific video at a specific 
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on nor 
prevent the repeated posting and viewing of the infringing video by the 
same or other users. See CS 'if 64 below. 

Class SUF ~~ 17-18. 

~~~~~~t3r~e~m~o~ves~o~r~~~~~ff,~~~~~~~f.! response 

65. 

disables access to allegedly to DMCA-compliant takedown notices. YouTube's policy is to disable 
infringing videos whenever it only the specific web page or "URL" (which identifies a specific video 
receives a DMCA-compliant at a specific location) listed in the notice. YouTube does not remove 
takedown noticc. ld. 'if 19; other instances of the infringing video located elsewhere on its website, 
Schaffer Decl. 'if 10. nor does it prevent the repeated posting and viewing of the infringing 

video by the same or other users. You Tube has the tools and processes 
to do so, but has chosen to use those tools only on behalf of content 
owners who license their content to YouTube, or only jfthe content 
owner agrees to onerous conditions (See CS 'if36 
[contro!ldiscriminationJ). Moreover, YouTuhe does not always disable 
access even to the specific URLs identified in a DMCA-compliant 
takedown notice. YouTube never removed eight URLs infringing 
Cherry Lane's copyright despite a notice sent by BayTSP to 
copyright@youtube.comonOctober9,2008. YouTube also presents no 
evidence that it removed videos in response to DMCA compliant 
takedown notices prior to January 2006. 

See CS ~~ 94-96. 

(Tab 193) (BayTSP Notice 21 to copyright@youtube.com dated 
October 9, 2008) (CHOO!08978-!09031) 

(Tab 86) (Fuji Television: "Even if a video of a certain program is 
deleted, the same content is uploaded, again, over and over. We are 
very disappointed at how unproductive this process is .... ) (G00001-
01918032) 

(Tab 30) ("you can understand our frustration, knowing we shouldn't 
have to be spending time taking down content from your website that is 
infringing our content") (000001-00041716) 

(Tab 188) (Display of rep os ted clips of Class Plaintiffs' works.) 
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notices within 24 hours of remove even the specific URLs identified in DMCA notices sent by 
receipt. Levine Decl. 'jI19. Premier League's agent Netresult for nearly four days, and only took 

action after additional notification from NetResult. 

(Tab 255) (April 28, 2007 YouTube response to April 27, 2007 second 
request from NetResu1t) (PLOO025679) 

66. For approximately 85% of YouTube does not remove from its site all of "the identified videos" in 
the DMCA notices it has DMCA notices. See CS 'jI64. Additionally, in 2006 YouTube failed to 
received, YouTube removes the remove even the specific URLs identified in DMCA notices sent by 
identified videos within a few Premier League's agent Netresult for four days, and only took action 
minutes. Id. after additional notification from NetResult. See CS 'jI65. YouTube 

admits that as of May 2007, removal time using its CVP takedown tool 
was "8 hours," and that were submitted to YouTube "outside of 
business hours." 

(Schapiro Ex. 120) (YouTube notices received "outside of business 
hours it takes about 8 hours.") 

67. YouTube employs a YouTube does not remove from its site all ofthe infringing material 
dedicated team throughout the identified in "manually-submitted DMCA notices." See CS 'jI64. 
world to process manuaIIy- YouTube also employed additional tools and processes to identify 
submitted DMCA notices and to infringing material to "assist" copyright holders who agreed to license 
assist copyright holders and their content to YouTube, or when it otherwise suited YouTube's 
users with issues arising from business interests. For example, as of February 2007, YouTube made 
the notice process. Id. available to content owners who agreed to license their content to 

YouTube "industry standard" technoigics that promised to identify their 
content with 97% accuracy. (Tab 161) YouTube also set up teams of 
employees to proactively screen for infringing material at the request of 
a favored content owner, in conjunction with YouTube's efforts to 
promote certain videos or users, or in advance of licensing bids or 
negotiations undertaken by YouTube. 

Class SUF ~~ 28-29. 

(Tab 315) ("Has Bourne been harmed by YouTube?[ ... ]A. Any 
unlicensed use of any Bourne song is a loss of revenue for Bourne.") 
(Horan Tr. 162:24-163:7) 

(Tab 314) ("Q. Mr. IIauprich, are you aware of any benefits that arc 
generally derived from having works appear on YouTube? A. No. I 
would say YouTube has become the product as opposed to promoting 
sales of CD's or other means of getting the music. YouTube is the 
product. No one is going to get out and buy something if they can watch 
it all day every day for free on their computer.") (Hauprich Tr. 186:21-
187:3: 224:23-225:10) 
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(Tab 316) ("Did the tool make it easier for Premier League to remove 
videos from YouTube?[ ... ]A. I would -- wouldn't say it was easier; it 
was still as cost intensive and time intensive and we still had issues in 
respect of repast and private videos being shared,[ ... ]Well, I would 
count repasts of the same video as not being removed and I am aware of 
instances where videos have been requested to be taken down or 
submitted to be taken down, and have then reappeared, the same 
video.") (Weingarten Tr. 209:25-210:7) 

68. On February 2, 2007, Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
Viaeom (through its agent, action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement 
BayTSP) scnt DMCA notices of Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
requesting that YouTube 
remove more than 100,000 
videos from the service. Levine 
Dec!. ~ 20; Schaffer Dec!. ~ 14. 

69. YouTube removed virtually Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
all of the videos identified in action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement 
Viacom's February 2, 2007 of Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
mass takedown notices before 
the next business day. Levine 
Dec!. ~ 20; Schaffer Dec!. ~ 14. 

70. Y ouTube' s responsiveness Defendants provide no evidence that these content owners knew at the 
to DMCA takedown requests time that YouTube: 1) did not make its content identification tools 
has drawn praise from content available to all copyright owners equally; 2) had the ability to but chose 
owners. Levine Dec!. ~ 22; not to remove from its website other instances of the infringing videos 
Schapiro Ex. 120. identified in a takedown notice; or 3) had the ability to but chose not to 

prevent the repeated posting and viewing of the infringing videos 
identified in a takedown notice. See CS ~~ 33; 94-96. In fact, many 
content owners complained to YouTube about the serious deficiencies 
in its responses to takedown requests. See also CS ~87. 

(Tab 86) (Fuji Television: "Even if a video of a certain program is 
deleted, the same content is uploaded, again, over and over. We are 
very disappointed at how unproductive this process is .... ) (000001-
01918032) 

(Tab 30) ("you can understand our frustration, knowing we shouldn't 
have to be spending time taking down content from your website that is 
infringing our content") (GOOOOI-00041716) 

(Tab 295) ("One account holder, sergeiy24, still has the ENTIRE film in 
their account with thousands and thousands of views. I do not need to 
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tell you how much money this represents in lost receipts at box office 
and DVD sales ... Frankly I'm disgusted at the lack of action on 
YouTube's behalf.") (GOOOOI-08260560) 

(Tab 188) (Display of reposted clips of Class Plaintiffs' works.) 

71. Since at least March 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that YouTube did not depend on 
when YouTube has removed a and encouraged users to upload infringing premium content in order to 
video pursuant to a DMCA increase traffic and thereby the financial value of the site. CS ~~ 49,58. 
notice, YouTube has contacted Moreover, Defendants provide no evidence that they apprised their 
the user who uploaded the video users of copyright infringement allegations in the year YouTube was 
to apprise that user of the operating prior to March 2006. 
allegation in the notice. Levine 
Dec!. ~ 23. 

72. Since at least March 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that YouTube did not depend on 
when YouTube has removed a and encouraged users to upload infringing premium content in order to 
video pursuant to a DMCA increase traffic and thereby the financial value of the site. CS ~f! 49, 58. 
notice, YouTube has contacted Moreover, Defendants provide no evidence that they contacted users to 
the user who uploaded the video remind them of YouTube's copyright policies in the year YouTube was 
to remind that user of operating prior to March 2006. 
YouTube's policy prohibiting 
the uploading of unauthorized 
copyrighted materiaL [d. 

73. Since at least March 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that YouTube did not depend on 
when YouTube has removed a and encouraged users to upload infringing premium content in order to 
video pursuant to a DMCA increase traffic and thereby the financial value of the site. CS ~~ 49, 58. 
notice, YouTube has contacted Moreover, Defendants provide no evidence that they contacted users to 
the user who uploaded the video warn them that "repeated acts of copyright infringement would result in 
to warn that user that repeated the tennination" of their accounts in the year YouTube was operating 
acts of copyright infringement prior to March 2006. 
will result in the termination of 
the user's YouTube account. 
Id. 

74. Since at least March 2006, Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that YouTube did not depend on 
when YouTube removes a video and encouraged users to upload infringing premium content in order to 
pursuant to a DMCA notice, it increase traffic and thereby the financial value of the site. CS ~~ 49, 58. 
sends this message to the user Moreover, Defendants provide no evidence that they conlacted users 
who posted the video: with this message in the year YouTube was operating prior to March 

Repeat incidents of 2006. 
copyright infringement will 
result in the deletion of your 
account and all videos 
uploaded to that account. In 
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against your account, please 
delete any videos to which 
you do not own the rights, 
and refrain from uploading 
additional videos that 
infringe on the copyrights of 
others. For more 
infonnation about 
YouTube's copyright policy, 
please read the Copyright 
Tips guide. Levine Dec!. ,-r 
23 & Ex. 12. 

after an allegedly infringing 
video is removed from the site, 
y ouTube has posted a notice at 
the video's prior location on the 
site stating that the video is no 
longer available due to a 

Oct()ber 2005, 
YouTube has had a policy for 
terminating the accounts of 
repeat infringers, which it has 
posted on its website. Hurley 
Dec!. 4j\ 21; Levine Dec!. 4j\ 27. 

repeat
infringer poiicy, a "strike" is 
issued to a user when YouTube 
receives a takedown notice for 
material that the user has 
uploaded. Levine Dec!. 4j\ 27. 

any . not on 
and encouraged users to upload infringing premium content in order to 
increase traffic and thereby the financial value of the site. CS 4j\4j\ 49, 58. 

deCJ.Uiilion,:Cited by Defendants provide no evidence that 
YouTube implemented any policy for terminating repeat infringers 
prior to March 2006. The Hurley declaration states that they "infonned 
users" that posting infringements "could result in [] tennination," but it 
does not state: 1) how they so infonned users; 2) whether a repeat 
infringer policy was in fact implemented as of October 2005; 3) if one 
was implemented, what the policy entailed; or 4) how or ifinfonnation 
about the policy (if there was any) was conveyed to users. The Levine 
declaration does not state when a repeat infringer policy was first 
implemented, other than to say that there was "a policy" "before I she] 
arrived at the company" in March 2006, and does not explain what the 

was or how . 
YouTube does not 

"strikes" consistently, making exceptions for certain parties on a "case
by-case" basis, and only counting one strike for multiple notices of 
infringement when the notices are submitted within the same two-hour 
period. 

(Tab 284) (From YouTube legal counsel: "my understanding that the 
policy is a case-by-case -- exceptions from the three strikes are 
detennined on a case-by-case basis.") (Levine Tr at 321 :6-19) 
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(Tab 196) ("Multiple takedowns within the same 2 hours count as one 
strike.") (000001-01403585) 

(Tab 197) (CYC was "not currently hooked up" to the repeat infringer 
function despite there were "block claims getting logged in the 
database") (000001-01521394) 

(Tab 258) (premium partners were "Protected From Strikeout" so that 
their accounts never get closed for strikes.) (Schaffer Ex. 11) (GOOOOl-
00519462) 

78. When an account receives In addition to the foregoing at CS ~ 76, the Levine declaration cited to 
three strikes, in virtually all by Defendants states that "[a]s a general matter," the "policy has been 
cases YouTube terminates that 'three strikes and you're out, '" but does not state when the "three 
account. Jd. strikes and you're out" policy was implemented. YouTube also did not 

apply its "three strikes" policy consistently, making exceptions for 
certain parties in "limited cases" (for example, on behalf of favored 
content partners). and only counting one strike for mUltiple notices of 
infringement when the notices are submitted within the same two-hour 
period. Defendants' "strikes" policy is not reasonably implemented in 
other ways. For example: 1) YouTube allows users to designate videos 
as "private," and knows that content owners are unable to search 
"private" videos for copyright infringements, thereby allowing repeat 
infringers to avoid account termination under this policy; and 2) 
YouTube has tools that can, and do, identify videos that infringe class 
plaintiffs' works, but has deliberately denied those tools to class 
plaintiffs, thereby preventing them from identifying repeated 
infringements. YouTube itself has not taken down these infringements 
or issued "strikes" against the users who uploaded these infringement". 

Decl. of Zahavah Levine at ~ 29. 
See CS ~ 77. 
See also VSUF ~~ 124-27. 

79. When YouTube terminates a In addition to the forgoing at CS ~'il76 and 78, the policy Defendants 
user's account, the account can describe does nothing to prevent such users from opening new accounts 
no longer by used for any with a different email address. Defendants choose not to collect a 
purpose on the site. Levine user's name, address or other personally-identifying information, and 
Dec!. ~ 30. therefore users can sign up to YouTube as many times as they want 

using as many different anonymous email addresses as they want (CS ~ 
55). In addition, the Levine declaration cited to by defendants states 
that this account termination policy she describes was "in place" "since 
my arrival" in March 2006, but provides no evidence of any such policy 
in the year YouTube was operating prior to that date. 

80. When YouTube terminates a See CS n9. 
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user's account, YouTube 
terminates all other accounts 
associated with that user's email 
address. Id. 

8!. When YouTube terminates a See CS ~ 79. 
user's account, YouTube 
removes all of the videos 
uploaded to the site from the 
terminated account, including 
videos that were not subject to 
any DMCA notice. Jd. 

82. When YouTube terminates a See CSp9. 
user's account, YouTube seeks 
to prevent the user from 
subsequently creating another 
account by recording and 
blocking the email address 
associated with the terminated 
account. Id. 

83. YouTube's Terms of In fact, YouTube's terms of service from December 2005, cited by 
Service set forth YouTube's defendants at Levine Ex. 2, merely state that YouTube "reserves the 
repeat-infringer policy. Levine right" to terminate access by users who are repeat infringers. It does 
Dec!. Exs. 1,2. not describe any policy, let alone a policy like the one described in the 

above statements. The current terms of service and the terms of service 
from January 2007 (Levine Ex. 1 and 2, respectively), cited to by 
defendants, also do not describe any policy other than that accounts of 
"repeat infringers" will be terminated. 

84. YouTubc communicates its Class plaintiffs dispute any inference that YouTube did not depend on 
repeat-infringer policy to its and encouraged users to upload infringing premium content in order to 
users via its website, induding increase traffic and thereby the financial value of the site. See CS 1[1[ 
on the "Copyright Tips" page 49,58. See also CS ~ 78. 
and the "Help" section of the 
site. Jd. ~ 27. 

85. Users also are notified of Class plaintiffs dispute any inference that YouTube did not depend on 
YouTube's repeat-infringer and encouraged users to upload infringing premium content in order to 
policy when they receive an increase traffic and thereby the financial value of the site. See CS 1[1[ 
email notifying them that a 49,58. See also CS ~ 78. 
video they uploaded to 
YouTube has been removed due 
to alleged copyright 
infringement. Id. 1[23 & Ex. 
12. 

86. Applying its repeat-infringer More repeat infringers would have been tenninated had YouTube not 
policy, YouTube has terminated denied class plaintiffs the ability to identify repeated infringements of 
more than 400,000 (of the more their works. See CS ~ 78. 
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than 250,000,000) user accounts 
based at least in part for 
copyright strikes. Id 31. 

87. YouTube has received 
praise from content owners for 
its efforts to restrict and address 
copyright infringement by its 
users. Id. ~~ 32-33. 

Defendants cite to statements from NBC, Warner Music Group and the 
Motion Picture Association of America ("MPAA"). The statements 
from NBC and Warner are press releases or prepared statements that 
were distributed just after YouTube made commercialliceosing deals 
with each entity. As part of these deals, YouTube offered tools to both 
NBC and Warner to identify their infringing content on the YouTube 
website, including fingerprinting technology, that it denied to other 
content owners, including class plaintiffs. In fact, Warner used 
YouTube's audio fingerprinting system to identify its songs throughout 
the YouTube website; the same information was denied to independent 
music publishers, such as class plaintiffs, who owned rights in musical 
works being infringed on YouTube. Additionally, despite NBC's 
agreement with YouTube and its privileged access to YouTube's 
content identification systems, it has been highly critical of You Tube's 
deliberate decisions not to remove the infringing content it knows is 00 

its site. For example, in February 2007, Jeff Zucker, CEO of NBC 
Universal, stated that, "YouTube needs to prove that it will implement 
its filtering technology across its online platform. It's proven it can do it 
when it wants to. [ ... ] They have the capability. The question is 
whether they have the will." In May 2007, NBC submitted an amicus 
brief in the Tur v. YouTube litigation in California (06-cv-4436, C.D. 
Cal.), stating that it "believes" that YouTube "has extensive knowledge 
of massive infringement on its website, that this infringement is a key 
driver of its financial success, that it readily can control that 
infringement, and that it takes wholly inadequate steps to prevent repeat 
infringement." Defendants cite only one statement from the MPAA 
from a March 2006 news article; the MP AA in fact soon became 
disillusioned with YouTube's attitude toward infringements on its site. 
The MPAA tried for months from April 2006 through October 2006 to 
get You Tube to test fingerprinting technologies, but YouTube refused, 
in part because "copyrighted content on YouTube was a major lure for 
their users." After Google acquired YouTube in November 2006, the 
MPAA tried again to get Google/YouTube to test a fingerprinting 
system, but "it became clear that Google/YouTube was willing to filter 
for companies that had a licensing relationship with Google/YouTube 
and not for those who did not." 

Tab 207) (Draft A reement between NBC and YouTube (000001-
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05184970) 

(Tab 327) (Brief of Amici Curiae Viacom International Inc. and NBC 
Universlal in Support of Plaintiff Robert Tur's Opposition to Motion of 
YouTube, Inc. for Summary Judgment, Case No. CV06-4436 FMC 
(AJWx), May 4,2007.) 

(Tab 285) ("for those companies who were not and did not develop a 
licensing agreement with Google, they weren't going to be doing this 
sort of a pilot initiative or filtering") (Garfield Tr. 28:2-30:3, 53:4-7) 

(Tab 285) ("T'm not sure ifI had an understanding when J saw it, 
ultimately I did because we continued to talk and it became clear that 
Google/YouTube was willing to filter for those who had a licensing 
relationship with Google/YouTube and not for those who did not.") 
(Garfield Tr. at 55:8 - 55:13). 

(Tab 252) (Joshua Chaffin and Francesco Guerrera, "NBC's Zucker 
lashes out at YouTube," FT.com, February 6, 2007) 
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88. In March 2006, YouTube 
began using MD-S hash 
technology to create a digital 
"fingerprint" of every video 
that YouTube removes in 
response to a DMCA 
takedown notice. ld. ,25; 
Dec!. of David King ("King 
Dec!.") ~4. 

89. The MD-5 technology 
automatically prevents any 
user from uploading a video 
file identical to one that had 
previously been removed in 
response to a DMCA 
takedown notice. Levine 
Dec!. ~25. 

90. In March 2006, YouTube 
launched its Content Verification 
Program ("CVP"). Id. ~ 18. 

The MD-5 hash tool has extremely limited utility because, as designed, it is 
incapable of preventing a video subject to a DMCA takedown notice from 
being reposted to YouTube if the reposted clip differs "even one iota" (for 
example, even by a second), and so cannot be (and is not) used to prevent 
repeated postings of the infringements that YouTube knew about and/or 
had the ability to identify. See CS ~~ 16, 33. Even this limited technology 
was not in place from YouTube's launch to March 2006, a period of nearly 
a year, notwithstanding YouTube's knowledge that it was showing large 
quantities of infringing content. See CS '11 6-7, 14. Fingerprinting 
technologies, which were much more effective in identifying repeated 
infringements and superior to the MD-5 tool, were already well-established 
by March 2006 and even earlier, but YouTube chose not to implement 
them. See CS ~~ 94-96. 

(Tab 11) ("Q. And I think you said if you have exactly the same content in 
another file as the original video file, it would produce the exact same 
Hash. Is that right? A. That's right. Q. But if you change the content one 
iota, it produces a different Hash? A. That's right.") (Cuong Do Tr. 
134:21-135:2.) 

(Tab 227) (presentation explaining that mdS hash only work with identical 
reposts) (000001-00561605) 

(Tab 287) ("That's what I was outlining the fundamental limitations of this 
MD5 hash, that it needed to be the exact same video.") (B. Hurley Tr. at 
209:7-9) 

See CS ~ 88. 

CVP used «the standard search program that was available to all other 
users" and was simply a way to "send automated electronic DMCA 
notices." CVP was implemented in part because it would "be a huge help 
to [YouTube employees]" and could "streamline [YouTube'sJ current 
process and make it more efficient." CVP did not incorporate 
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fingerprinting and other tools that YouTube did use or could have used to 
identify infringing videos on its site, and which it in fact offered to 
"partners who enter into a revenue deal with us." See CS ~1194-96. CVP 
"was still as cost intensive and time intensive" as manual DMCA notices 
and did not prevent "repost[ s] and private videos being shared." 

Class SUP" 18,28,29, 

(Tab 263) ("streamline [YouTube's] current process and make it more 
efficient.") (G00001-00046064) 

(Tab 264) ("be a huge help to [YouTube employees]") (G00001-
00599550) 

(Tab 283) ("Q .... the search program that ... was used with the Content 
Verification Program ... was available to all other users A. Yes") Gillette Tr. 
158:8-12) 

(Tab 289) ("it allowed content owners to ... search the YouTube website 
ans send us automated takedown notices") (Dunton 254:7-10) 

(Tab 316) ("it was still as cost intensive and time intensive and we still had 
issues in respect of repast and private videos being shared") (Weingarten 
Dep.209-21O) 

Repasts 
(Tab 86) (User to YouTube: "Even if a video of a certain program is 
deleted, the same content is uploaded, again, over and over. We are very 
disappointed at how unproductive this process is ... ") (G00001-0 1918032) 

(Tab 188) (Display of reposted clips of Class Plaintiffs' works.) 

(Tab 241) (After removing infringing videos, employee observed that it 
"looks like the users simply uploaded the videos again today" and 
suggested the implementation of a feature that once a video was rejected, 
YouTube would "flag the user so that we must review all of their new 
videos before they go live.") (JK00008331) 

(Tab 30) (User to YouTube: "I expect that there will be more videos 
uploaded this evening and into the night. I will continue to use the 
verification tool to request that you remove the videos that are infringing on 
our copyrights.") (000001-00041716) 

Private Videos 
(Tab 218) (YouTube employees proactively reviewed private videos 
uploaded by the 40 users who uploaded the most total videos over a two
day period, and closed 17 of those 22 accounts.) (G00001-02693808) 
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(Tab 219) (of the "users who uploaded the most private videos over 2 
days ... 17 out of40 were full of copyright, 5 were porn.) (GOOOOl· 
05150988) 

(Tab 223) ("A trend we see is that people upload copyrighted videos to their 
private videos (which are not reviewed unless flagged), and then they invite 
large numbers of people to view the video which bypasses our copyright 
restrictions.") (GOOOO 1-00827503) 

(Tab 230) (Rather than remove a copyrighted "Ed Sullivan show" clip that 
she uploaded to YouTube, employee stated "maybe I'll just make it private 
;).") (GOOOOI-01931806) 

(Tab 283) When a user uploads a video the user may choose whether to 
make the video public (viewable to any user unless restricted by age or 
geography) or private (viewable to only the uploading user and users invited 
by the uploading user) (Gillette Dep. at 154:8-21) 

91. CVP is open to any See CS ~ 90. 
copyright owner. ld. 

92. CVP enables copyright See CS~ 90. 
owners to locate and flag their 
videos on YouTube and send 
DMCA notices electronically. ld. 
93. More than 3,000 content See CS ~ 90. 
owners have registered to use 
CVP. Id ~ 18. 

94. In February 2007, The eyC was fully "live" in February 2007, but was only offered to 
YauTube launched in beta fann "partners who enter a revenue deal with [Y ouTube]." At its launch in 
its Claim Your Content ("CYC") February 2007, eyc included an "audio fingerprinting system" and an 
system. King Decl. ~~ 7-8. "advanced text search tool" that could identify content owner's content and 

prevent future uploads of that content; these tools were not offered to 
content owners absent a "revenue deal." YouTube offered the CYC system 
(including the "audio fingerprinting" and "advanced text search" tools) 
only to partners who were willing to license their content to YouTube, 
because YouTube did not want content owners to use the CYC system to 
take down infringing content. Instead, YouTube wanted content owners to 
authorize any infringing content the system identified by "claiming" it and 
allowing YouTube to run advertisements next to it. See CS ~ 96. YouTube 
therefore demanded that content partners agree to use the system to "claim" 
content. not take it down, before allowing them to use it. While the King 
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declaration cited by defendants alleges that "YouTube did not charge rights 
holders to sign up for or to use Audible Magic," in fact, YouTube required 
rights holders to "claim" and thereby monetize content in order to generate 
advertising revenues for YouTube. YouTuhe refused to offer these tools to 
content O'WIlers who did not license their content to YouTube, although 
YouTube itself used the tools to identify and track, but not remove, 
infringing videos on its website when it suited its business interests. 

Class SUF" 28-29. 
See CS, 96. 

Availability of Fingerprinting 
(Tab 71) ("If they want to use our tools to help them monitor copyright 
content and claim them, they will have to work with us as a partner.") 
(emphasis added) (G00001-01519154) 

(Tab 13) (February 2007 - "Our eye tools are now live as well and are 
only offered to partners who enter into a revenue deal with us ... Any 
content the partner identifies is automatically audio fingerprinted and 
placed in the Audible Magic database so the entire process gets smarter 
over time.") (GOOOOI-01511226-27) 

(Tab 38) (Q: Did YouTube ever tell that is was non-negotiable? A: 
Pursuant to their actions of ignoring my letter dated April 23rd until January 
of 2009, by their failure to negotiate this with me in good faith for more 
than two years, their perfonnance has certainly told me it is non
negotiable.) (Hauprich (9/24/09) Tr. 107: 19-1 08:3) 

(Tab 124) ("So the question is, did YouTube ever tell Premier League that 
the video fingerprinting teclmology would only be available to Premier 
League if Premier League licensed content to YouTube? A: Yes.") (Oliver 
Weingarten (12/16/09) Tr. 246:1-247:2) 

(Tab 285) ("it became clear that GooglelYouTube was willing to filter for 
companies that had a licensing relationship with Google/Y ouTube and not 
for those who did not.") (Garfield Tr. 55:11-13) 

(Tab 298) (business development team "worried" about giving certain 
content O'WIlers access to eye because "they could use the CYC tool to 
find potentially infringing content and sue us. ") (GOOOO 1-0 1399226) 

Use of Fingerprinting Technology 
(Tab 9) ("(Audible Magic) "suggested we check [fingerprints] against their 
entire reference database and then have flags for the Warner content (ignore 
other matches). This is not only a hassle but probably violates DMCA safe 
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95. eye used audio
fingerprinting technology to 
enable participating rights holders 
to find videos containing their 
content that users had uploaded to 
YouTube. !d. ~ 7. 

harbors.") (GOOOOI-01676559) 

(Tab 250) (YouTube tailored Audible Magic know in that there was 
"content that has not yet been cleared but is in the pipeline to be cleared .... 
UMG, YT, publishers have not been able to clear the entire library.") (AM 
004638) 

(Tab 68) ("actually we don't want to tum on fingerprint matching for 
music partners lin April 2007], because we don't have clear licenses for 
them (publisher issue).") (GOOOOI-01517864) 

(Tab 182) (Maxcy; "I thought we weren't allowing co's to use UOC as 
reference material ... King: the guidelines are, only give the feature to 
partners that ask for it (we can toggle the feature off in admin).") 
(GOOOOI-02910519-02910523) 

(Tab 217) ("private videos get scanned like all the others. That's one of the 
big advantages of signing up [to eYe]. as none of the search tools allow 
rights owners to get at the private stuff.) (GOOOOI-02055019) 

(Tab 198) ("when a user types in a set of keywords "Artist name+song" 
shouldn't the official result show up ahead of the pirated content ... in what 
instance can we justifY showing a copyrighted version above the official 
one") (GO0001-1531017) 

(Tab 161) (EM! Music Marketing - Schedule 2; providing for "audio 
fingerprinting" and "text-based searches in the User-inputted metadata"). 

(Tab 170) (SonyATV (2(a); providing for "a content identification and 
filtering solution at least as good as the industry standard solution" 
including It[a]udio fingerprinting" and "text-based searches") (000001-
09684819-850 ) 

Disputed, see CS ~ 94. The Audible Magic audio-fingerprinting 
technology that YouTube implemented as part of Cye was '''well
established" as of February 2007, and could have been easily implemented 
at any time starting from the date that the YouTube website began 
operating in April 2005. YouTube ignored for months rights holders' 
attempts to get it to implement or at least test available fingerprinting 
technologies. Even when YouTube decided to start using Audible Magic in 
February 2007, it chose not to use all of Audible Magic's databases of 
reference files to identify infringements on the YouTube website. For 
example, when the system launched in February 2007, YouTube chose to 
use only the reference files belonging to the Universal Music Group (a 
record label with which it had a licensing deal) to identify infringements on 
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its website. even though it could have immediately used all of Audible 
Magic's music reference files (covering 6 million songs). YouTube added 
reference files only to the extent that it made "partnership deals" with 
major record labels. YouTube chose never to use Audible Magic's 
database of film and television soundtracks, even though other UGC 
websites were using it to identify content at the time. 

Class SUF 111128-29. 

(Tab 285) (YouTube did not agree to use fingerprinting technologies 
between April 2006 and October 2006 in part because "copyrighted content 
on YouTube was a major lure for their users.") (Garfield Tr. at 28:2~30:3) 

(Tab 291) ("Audible Magic iMesh filter ... has scaled seamlessly to 5 
million lookups per day and easily could scale to meet the needs of any 
network in use today.") (Ikezoye Tr. 21 :4-7) 

(Tab 267) (In February 2006: "The Audible Magic technology can easily 
handle tens of millions of requests a day for identification against a 
reference database of millions of recordings. The technology currently 
achieves above 99% correct identification rates; our false positive 
identification rate is better than 1 in 10,000.") (Declaration of Vance 
Ikezoye at ~ 21) 

YouTube Use of Audible Magic 
(Tab 267) (In February 2006, Audible Magic possessed a "database of 
fingerprints from approximately 6 million copyrighted songs. This database 
roughly represents the music available for purchase in North America and 
consists of music from the four major and over 500 independent music 
labelS.") (Declaration of Vance Ikezoye at ~10) 

(Tab 291) (Audible Magic started its TV and film database in 2006 based 
on the soundtrack of the video.) (Ikezaye Tr. 38: 11-13) 

(Tab 268) (Audible Magic has 170 works in its soundtrack database in 
January 2006 and 892 in February 2007) (Ikezoye Ex. 4- AM016617) 

(Tab 8) (Jim Schrempp of Audible Magic to ChastagnoL «you will 
remember that the business side of You Tube wanted an extremely cheap
really, really, really cheap - deal from us. They were willing to cut out all 
kinds affeatures to get the price lower.") (AM002946) 

(Tab 9) ("(Audible Magic) "suggested we check [fingerprints] against their 
entire reference database and then have flags for the Warner content (ignore 
other matches). This is not only a hassle but probably violates DMCA safe 
harbors.") (000001-0 I 676559) 
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(Tab 51) ("would you be able to populate the live DB but 'wire-off 
matches for Sony and Universal? because I'm thinking another strategy 
would be to populate the DB with Wamer+ Sony+UniversaL At launch, 
return matches only on Warner content. Then at some point in time wire-
on Universal content, then Sony .... please for now only include Warner 
catalog.") (AMOOI620) 

(Tab 69) (Jim Scbrempp of Audible Magic: "For your application a 
reference fingerprint should come from an offset of a and a duration of 60. 
You may remember that we had discussed doing a more expensive search 
of the YT database, but that was decided to be out of scope.") (GOOO01-
00981008) 

(Tab 269) (At "launch" YouTube only matched against Warner content") 
(AMOOI241) 

(Tab 273) (noting that YouTube's "Ir]eference fingerprint database" was 
populated only with partner-owned content). (000001-01950613) 

(Tab 292) ("YouTube ran queries against Audible Magic for all uploads to 
the site during [2007-2009] ... Over time, every single YouTube video that 
is still existent on our servers was queried against the Audible Magic 
database." (King 30(b)(6) Tr. at 95:7-97:25) 

96. Once eye found a video, In addition to the foregoing at es mr 94 and 95, YouTube used and 
a rights holder could apply encouraged its major record label partners with whom it had struck 
one of three YouTube licensing deals to use - the "track" option to identify specific musical 
policies in response to a works that were being uploaded to the YouTube website but for which 
match: (1) "block" (i.e., You Tube or the labels knew that they lacked the requisite music publishing 
instruct YouTube to remove rights. As early as December 2006, when Audible Magic was first being 
the video from YouTube); (2) integrated into the site. YouTube product managers acknowledged that the 
"track" (i.e., leave it up on "track-only [optionl will be used on the publishing right uncleared videos." 
YouTube and receive reports (Tab 311) (emphasis added). YouTube did this so that the musical works 
about the video); or (3) would continue to draw traffic to its website. 
"monetize" (i.e., leave it up 
on YouTube and share in Class SUF n 23-24. 
advertising revenue). ld ~ 7. See CS ~105. 

(Tab 270) C'it would be easier to switch to track where we don't have 
publishing. Just because that is the current biz I sic J logic that we do with 
the other tracks.") (GOOOOO 1-0 1998280) 

(Tab 200) ("UMG started claiming content for which YT has not cleared 
publishing at the very end of IDJecember. As a result, we cannot run 
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ads .... So we have set lhe policy for these to Track instead of Monetize." 
CS ~ 96. (GOOOOI-02059252) 

(Tab 206) ("[l]abels can claim block or track without knowing/entering 
publisher data ... If the publisher selected by the record label was not 
"approved" for payment by YouTube, the ''policy will change to track if it 
was previously set to monetize.) (GOOOO 1-02609134) 

(Tab 273) ("YT generates build list for Audible Magic based on license 
data - need to have a policy before we want a match ... policy gets executed 
on uploaded video by 'Claim' engine") (GOOOOI-01950614) 

(Tab 66) ("Premium music content is the most watched genre of content on 
You Tube. Thus, it is imperative that we acquire, and allow content owners 
to claim, as much content as possible to promote the growth and success of 
YouTube ... In addition, the ingestion of audio files will allow us to match 
against audio portions of videos, thus giving content owners the ability to 
claim more content.") (GOOOOI-01403792) 

(Tab 265) ("Our goal is to get CBS to start claiming as much as possible, as 
soon as possible. We want them to claim this content because we can only 
monetize content that has been claimed.") (GOOOOI-02604742) 

(Tab 195) (Goal of CYC was to "to encourage content partners to leave 
more of their content on the site [to] enable YouTube to generate 
significant ad revenue") (GOOOOI-00743708-09) 

(Tab 100) ("we believe search will be stronger than watch." Rates "will 
change as content gets claimed AND we program the user experience 
better/more and strive to create more inventory around premium content.") 
(GOOOOI-00907818-19) 

(Tab 199) ("does it makes sense to share the tool with UMG and EM! 
(label) with the understanding that they can only claim official label 
produced videos where they already have the rights?") (GOOOOI-
02052928) 
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97. In January 2007. Google had already started development of a proprietary video 
y ouTube began full-scale identification technology "well before" January 2007, and "ignore[dl" other 
development of a video-based available video identification technologies in order to create a product that 
identification technology it could better limit and control so as to avoid the harm that best available 
called "Video ID." King technology would impose on it. See CS, 100. David King explained that, 
Decl. ~17. "our position has been that we first want to have a pilot with [G]oogle 

video fingerprinting" and that by "remaining ignorant of the intricacies of 
industry solutions," IDefendants could] "proceed untainted by others JP." 

(Tab 7) (With fingerprinting, "the current approach is to only use AM as 
little as possible and proceed with building our own database at the same 
time. This would require us either getting all the source files (preferred) or 
distributing fingerprinting tools which content providers use.") (000001-
00174229) 

(Tab 66) (YouTube concluded that while Audible Magic allowed YouTube 
to conduct audio matching of content, "it is vital that YouTube develop its 
own audio matching service, along with the requisite reference database.") 
(GOOO01-01403792) 

(Tab 74) (King: "our position has been that we first want to have a pilot 
with [G]oogle video fingerprinting" and that by "remaining ignorant of the 
intricacies ofindustry solutions," [Defendants could] ''proceed untainted by 
others IP.") (GOOO01-02191925) 

(Tab 77) (King stated that "I think our video identification platfonn is a --
is a platfonn that we're proud of, and we have considered making it 
available to third-party websites.") 

98. YouTube officially Defendants stated at the first court conference in this case that their video-
launched Video ID in October fingerprinting system would be "up, running and effective" in September 
2007. ld. ~ 18. 2007. Even when YouTube finally announced the system was being 

"launched" on October 15, 2007, it was not made available to content 
owners at that time (other than those who had made deals with YouTube). 
And YouTube still imposes on content owners wishing to make use of the 
technology onerous and largely non-negotiable terms that require waiver of 
various rights (Tab 38). For example, Keith Hauprich, general counsel of 
plaintiff Cherry Lane, attempted to "sign-up" for the Video ID technology 
via a hyper-link on the YouTube website on October 25, 2007 (Tab 37). 
On February 20, 2008, four months later, he received a pro forma contract 
from YouTube that he was told he needed to sign in order to access the 
technology (Tab 33). The contract provided for a $50,000 limit on 
Defendants' liability, required Cherry Lane to waive various legal rights 
against Defendants, limited Cherry Lane's ability to make use of third-party 
fingerprinting technologies, and required Cherry Lane to submit complete 
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99. Between January and 
October 2007, YouTube had 
between 15 and 20 engineers 
and other technical personnel 
working full or part time on 
Video !D. Id. ~ 17. 

100. Video ID was the first 
videoMbased content 
identification technology to 
be deployed on any website 
dedicated to user-submitted 
content. Id. ~ 19; Schapiro 
Ex. 169 (287:16-288:4). 

copies of its works to YouTube without any opportunity to have those 
copies returned (Tab 33). Hauprich wrote YouTube on April 23, 2008 
expressing his concerns about these provisions (Tab 34). YouTube 
responded nine months later, on January 16, 2009, but still insisted on the 
onerous tenns in its standard contract (Tab 312). Despite Cherry Lane's 
attempts to negotiate, YouTube still insists on many of these tenns as a 
condition for accessing the teclmology (Tab 38). 

Class SUF ~~ 28-29. 

(Tab 298) (business development team "worried" about giving certain 
content owners access to eyC because "they could use the Cye tool to find 
potentially infringing content and sue us.") (000001-01399226) 

In fact, this project took only ten months and a miniscule percentage of 
Google's workforce and resources to complete (in 2007, Google's 
workforce grew from 10,674 to 16,805, and at the end of the year it had 
$14.2 billion of cash, cash equivalents and marketable securities on hand). 
Defendants ignored existing third-party fingerprinting technologies for 
strategic business reasons, and refused to make their CYC tool available to 
content owners who did not want to license their content to YouTube. 

(Tab 290) (Google, Inc., United States Securities and Exchange 
Commission, ann IO-K, 2007) 

Class SUF W 28-29. 
See CS ~~ 94-96. 

The David King declaration cited to by defendants provides no basis for his 
opinion that YouTube was "the first video-based content identification 
technology to be deployed on any website dedicated to user-submitted 
content." In fact, well before defendants' announcement of the launch of 
Video ID, a number of third party video fingerprinting providers 
approached defendants with their own technology. However, defendants 
refused to test this technology in order to focus on developing their own 
proprietary system "wttainted by others IP." One of the companies that 
approached defendants, called Vobile, announced the implementation of a 
video fingerprinting technology for "one of the largest and most popular 
video sharing websites in China" in May 2007, months before YouTube 
annoWlced the launch of its "Video ID" and many months more before 
YouTube even offered Video ID to class plaintiffs. Fingerprinting and 
content detection tecimologies are hardly new. One of Go ogle's co
founders, Sergey Brin, co-authored a paper on "Copy Detection Systems 
for Digital Documents" as far back as 1994. 
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101. In April 2008, YouTube 
supplemented Video ID by 
launching an audio-based 
content identification 
technology called Audio ID. 
JdPO, 

102. YouTube makes Video ID 
and Audio ID (collectively, 
"Content ID") available to 
content owners to allow them 
to identifY their content on the 
YouTube website. Id. 

103. Content ID works by 
identifying videos on 
YouTuhe that match 

(Tab 328) (December 2006: "the current plans are roughly for Audible 
Magic for now and the in-house Google fingerprinting technology going 
forward. some of these external inbounds (Gracenotes, Aurix. MAGIX 
Tunesat, Attributor ,., are being handled as matter of courtesy") 

(Tab 292) (King testifies that YouTube rejected other third-party 
fingezprinting vendor) (King 1113/I 0 Tr.150-155) 

(Tab 325) ("The PWEng team at YT currently working on copyright 
detection stuffhas been advised by legal to stay out of these conversations 
[with Guba] in order to prevent IP contamination (since we're going to 

launch some of our own stuff) (000001-0078065) 

(Tab 74) (King: "our position has been that we first want to have a pilot 
with [G]oogle video fingerprinting" and that by "remaining ignorant of the 
intricacies of industry solutions," [Defendants could] "proceed untainted by 
others JP.") (G00001-02191925) 

(Tab 259) ("Copy Detection Systems for Digital Documents", October 31, 
1994). 

(Tab 325) (Re Guba: "they have some copyright detection technology 
they've developed [and] claim this is the only filtering teclmology approved 
by the MPAA for video-sharing sites.") (G00001-00078065) 

(Tab 326) (Vobile Armounces Landmark Deployment of Video DNA -
Content Identification and Management System, May 1, 2007) 

The Audible Magic audio-fingerprinting technology could have easily been 
implemented at any time starting from the date that the Y ouTube website 
began operating in April 2005, See CS ~ 95, Other third party audio
fingerprinting technologies were also well-established long before April 
2008. See CS, 100. 

Class SUF 111128-29. 
YouTube did not and still does not make these tecMologies available 
equally to all content owners, See CS ~ 94-96, 98. 

Class SUF" 28-29. 

YouTube refused to use reference files in Audible Magic's databases to 
identify infringing content unless the content owner agreed to make a deal 
with YouTube. See CS ~ 95. YouTube did not and still does not make 
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reference files supplied by Content ID available equally to all content owners. See CS ~~ 94-96, 98. 
participating rights holders. 
[d. ~ 23. Class SUF ~~ 28-29. 

104. As of December 2009, 1n 2006, YouTube could have used the 6 million reference files in Audible 
right holders had supplied Magic's commercial music databases to identify and remove infringing 
YouTube with approximately musical works on its website, but chose not to. 
3 million reference files for 
Content !D. [d. (Tab 267) (In February 2006, Audible Magic possessed a "database of 

fingerprints from approximately 6 million copyrighted songs" representing 
"the music available for purchase in North America and consists of music 
from the four major and over SOO independent music labels.") (Declaration 
of Vance Ikezoye at ~IO) 

105. If Content lD identifies a Defendants' content identification systems identify specific musical works 
video as matching one of those that are uploaded to the YouTube website and "allow the video to appear 
reference files, the rights holder with no monetization,'~ even though Defendants know they do not have the 
can block/remove the video, publishing rights to the work. Defendants choose not to remove such 
allow the video to appear and works from their website so they can continue to draw traffic. See CS ~ 96. 
share any revenue generated from 
advertising shown alongside it, or Class SUP ~ 24. 
allow the video to appear with no 
monetization. ld. ~ -24. 
106. Since its launch in Despite screening every single video that is uploaded to its website, 
October 2007, every video that a Defendants have refused to remove or block infringing content that has 
user has attempted to post to been subject to DMCA takedown notices or that they otherwise know is 
YouTube has been screened infringing. See CS ~~ 94-96. 
using Content ID. ld ~ 26. 

(Tab 20) ("We will *not* generate ref fingerprint upon claiming by partner 
of UGC > video thru desc search. The reason we will no longer allow this 
feature [is] because we are going to open up eyc to non-partners who we 
do not think [we] can trust to review the content carefully enough. eye 
should have the Isame] level offunctionaiity for partners and nOll-

partners.") (GOOOOI-02875707) 

(Tab 292) (King testifies that YouTube does not add DMCA takedown 
noticesto its fingeI]lrinting database) (King 1113/2010 Tr. 84-86, 175) 

107. Content ID scans the back YouTube does not take action with regard to the back catalogue of videos 
catalogue of videos posted on that contain Class Plaintiffs' copyrighted content despite the ability of 
YouTube. [d. ~ 27. Content ID to identify individual works, including sound recordings, and 

match them to an ownership database compiled by Defendants. 

See CS ~~ 98, 105. 
108. YouTube currently has a Class plaintiffs' dispute the materiality of this statement. 
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team of 40 technical staff 
working on Content ID. Id. 1128. 
109. Y ouTube has always YouTube did not and still does not make these technologies available 

made Content ID available to equally to all content owners. See CS ~ 94-96, 98. YouTube implemented 
rights holders free of charge. its content identification systems in response to pressure from content 
ld. ~ 22. owners, including this lawsuit, and in order to further monetize its site. 

Class SUF ~~ 28-29. 

(Tab 271) ("YouTube was attacked all spring by Viacom and NBC for 
being slow to launch Content ID. I ... ] Our lawyer told the Viacom court 
this summer that we'd be doing a public launch in September (which we 
clarified to "the fall").) (GOOOOI-060337S3) 

110. More than 1,000 content YouTube did not and still does not make these technologies available 
owners worldwide use equally to all content owners. See CS~' 94-96, 98. 
Content !D. ld. ~ 21. 

Class SUF ~~ 28-29. 

111. Viacom participated in the In fact. in mid-200?, YouTube refused to make its various content 
pre-launch testing of Video identification technologies, including its «audio fingerprinting" and 
!D in mid-2007. ld. ~~ 18, "advanced text search" tools, available to content owners who did not want 
29; Schapiro Ex. 171. to license their content to YouTube. YouTube nevertheless used these tools 

to identify and track, but not remove, infringing videos on its website. Class 
plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of Facts submitted 
by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

See CS ~~ 94-96. 
Class SUF ~~ 28-29. 

112. Viacom signed up to use In fact, as of February 2008, YouTube did not make Video ID available 
Video ID in February 2008. equally to all content owners. See CS ~ 98. Class plaintiffs fwther refer 
King Dec!. ~ 29. the court to the Counter Statement of Facts submitted by the Viacom 

plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

Rebuttal to.Defen~~n~·Di;eiit~d~lai~:pa~~s:.~!il1~iIl •• ~~it;.· ••••.• · ........ C·.·.· •• ·.·.··•· .. ·· •.•.• · •....... · .. · ••.. ·· •• ·· ........ ·;·· ••• ·L.:··· •. ··>· ...• · 
113. Plaintiffs collectively Class Plaintiffs' dispute any inference that unauthorized premiwn content, 

have identified approximately including plaintiffs' content, is not the primary draw of viewers to the 
79,000 video clips that they YouTube website. See CS ~ 6~7. Defendants know that the value of videos 
allege to be infringing on the to YouTube is their ability to draw viewers, not the number of them shown 
YouTube service ("clips in on the site. Plaintiffs' "clips-in-suit" have been viewed more than_ 
suit"). Dec!. of Michael million times. Moreover, the "clips in suit" are illustrative, and not 
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Rubin in Support of De f. ... ' 
Mot. for Summary Judgment 
("RubinDecl.")~~7, 16. 
That total represents less than 
.02% of the more than 500 
million videos ever uploaded 
to YouTube. Levine Decl. ~ 
26. 

114. The majority of Via com's 
clips in suit are under four 
minutes long. Rubin Decl. , 
15. 

115. Certain of Viae om's clips 
in suit are fewer than 10 
seconds long. [d. 

116. The Premier League is 
suing YouTube over dozens 
of clips that are under five 
seconds long, including one 
that is one second in length. 
[d. ~ 16. 

exhaustive, of the massive infringement of their works that continues to this 
day. By denying their content identification processes and technologies to 
plaintiffs, Defendants have prevented plaintiffs from identifying all of the 
infringements of their works on the YouTube website. See CS ~~ 94-98. 

Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

Class plaintiffs dispute any inference that the evidence presented by 
defendants shows more than an insignficiant number of clips were "under 
five seconds long." The Premier League has asserted more than 775 works 
in suit that have been infringed in more than 13,000 videos that have 
appeared on the YouTube website. In total, Premier League has send 
takedO'wn notices to YouTube for more than 30,000 infringing videos. 
Although defendants' attorney Michael Rubin states that, of these 
thousands of clips, there are "dozens" under five seconds long, defendants 
identify only three such clips. Moreover, the Premier League's business 
involves the licensing of short highlight clips, which are valuable assets 
apart and in addition to long-form match footage. Defendants considered 
bidding on a Premier League rights package that would have given them 
the right to show short clips on their websites, and analyzed the amount of 
unauthorized Premier League content on the YouTube site in preparation 
for such a bid, but chose to neither make the bid nor remove the content 
from their site. The clips-in-suit contain entire songs belonging to class 
plaintiffs, as well as serial uploads of entire sports matches belonging to 
class plaintiffs. 

Class SUF~ 21-22, 

(Tab 272) (Listing Premier League infringements) (Weingarten Ex. 10-
Letter from Elizabeth Figueira to Brian Willen on December 2, 2010) 

(Tab 130) (Y ouTube estimated «the potential value of various sports 
content to YouTube.") (GOOOOI- 00716143) 

(Tab 126) ("F APL + YouTube ... Proposed Deal Tenns ... "Internet 
Package: FAPL provides individual match highlights ... 608 clips per year 
delivered" ... bid leveL. aim for $40mm") (GOOOOI-02341606) 
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(Tab 127) (For "soccer", "football" and "Premier League", YouTube ran "# 
searches for the above done on YT daily ... # titles with tagged with the 
above ... # titles with the above in the title") (000001-00214966) 

(Tab 119) ("FAPL Opportunity ... Why do the deal? .. avoiding possible 
litigations for copyright infringements ... Proposed deal tenns ... Estimate 
license fee: between 5 to 10% of the International TV rights (€20 million 
[sic] over 3 years).") (000001-00922380) (emphasis added) 

(Tab 123) (YouTube "decided not to make a bid for these rights.") (P. 
Walker Tr. 227:10-228:14) 

Gittennan Decl. Ex. 4 (FFT serial uploads) 

117. Most of the clips in suit Defendants chose to wait for DMCA notices rather than remove 
were the subject ofDMCA infringements of Class Plaintiffs' content that they knew about, were aware 
takedown notices. Schapiro of, or had the ability to control. 
Exs.18(141:10-19; 148:8-
18),17 (186:9-187:7). Class SUF ,17 

See CS" 15-20, 64. 

118. Some of the putative class All of class plaintiffs' "clips-in-suit" were identified either in DMCA 
plaintiffs' clips in suit were takedown notices, or in the Complaints in this action, which referenced the 
never the subject of any infringing material with specificity. Moreover, defendants denied class 
takedown request prior to plaintiffs' access to fingerprinting and other tools that YouTube employs to 
being identified as alleged protect content for its favored partners. 
infringements in this case. 
Schapiro Exs. 20 (94: 19- See CS " 16, 94-96. 
~5:6), 21 (2~;5-21), 22 
Response 35 , 

119. Viacom's clips in suit Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
were identified from a pool of action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
videos removed pursuant to Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action, 
DMCA takedown notices sent 
by Viacom. Schapiro Ex. 18 
(! 48 :8-18), 

120. All of the clips in suit Controverted, insofar as YouTube has refused or failed to remove other 
have been removed from the instances of the infringing material in Class Plaintiffs' "clips-in-suit" 
YouTube website. Levine located elsewhere on its website, and has failed to prevent the repeated 
Dec!., 21. posting and viewing of the infringing material by the same or other users. 

See CS ~ 64, By denying their content identification processes and 
technologies to plaintiffs, defendants have prevented olaintiffs from 
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YouTube's launch, major 
media companies, including 
Viacom, used YouTube to 
promote their content by 
uploading clips of their 
movies and television shows 
to the service. Decl. of 
Arthur Chan ("Chan Dec!.") 
~4, 5, 9; Dec!. of Daniel 
Ostrow ("Ostrow Dec!.") ~~2, 
4, 5, 6; Schaffer Dec!. ~ 5; 
Dec!. of Rubin DecL ~ 2 & 
Exs. 1-41. 

Viacom content uploaded by 
other users to remain on 
YouTube. Schapiro Exs, 4 
(194:8-11), 51 (VIA 
1 

to 
YouTube thousands of videos 
to market and promote 
hundreds of its movies and/or 
television shows, including 
many that are works in suit. 
Rubin Dec!. ~~ 2, 14, 18 & 
Exs.3-31. 

marketing agents to upload its 
content to YouTube. 
Schapiro Exs. 35-44, 45 
(28:6-7); Chan. Dec!. ~ 3-5; 
Ostrow Decl. 

of certain videos that it 
uploaded to YouTube for 
marketing p,urp()ses. Chan 

Ostrow Decl. 

See CS ~~ 94-96. 

action, and dispute any inference that defendants did not have the ability 
distinguish infringing from non-infringing uses. Mr. Rubin cites to only a 
single example of an alleged "promotional use" by a class plaintiff. This 
licensed use involved a brand partner of Cherry Lane, Professional Bull 
Riders, showing a video of its theme song "Move" on its official branded 
YouTube channel. This was a readily identifiable authorized use of the 
composition, which was fully commissioned and licensed. Class plaintiffs 
further refer the court to the COWlter Statement of Facts submitted by the 
Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

(Tab 274) (Discussion of use of "Move" as a Fox commercial) 
(CHOO107156) 

statement 
action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

statement 
action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the COWlter Statement of 
Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

statement IS 

action. Defendants cite no evidence that class plaintiffs have "used 
marketing agents to upload [their1 content" to YouTube. Class plaintiffs 
further refer the court to the Counter Statement of Facts submitted by the 
Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

action. Defendants cite no evidence that class plaintiffs have "taken steps to 
conceal that [they were] the source of certain videos" uploaded to YouTube. 
Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of Facts 
submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
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~~2, 4, 5, 6; Schapiro Exs. 33, 
34,46,47 (158:20-22), 48, 
49, 50; Rubin DecL ~ 5(a)-(f) 
& Exs. 4,14,15,19,22,26. 

126. Other media companies 
have taken steps to conceal 
that they were the source of 
certain videos that they 
uploaded to YouTube for 
marketing purposes. Ostrow 
DecL ~ 6; see also Chan DecL 
~~ 3, 4, 9, 10; Rubin Decl. 1 2 
& Exs. 2, 32-41; Schapiro Ex. 
28 (GOOOOI-05161257-58). 

127. YouTube was aware of 
promotional activities 
occurring on its service. 
Schaffer DecL 11 7-8; Botha 
DecL 11 11-12; Maxcy DecL 
113-7; Schapiro Ex. 53; 
Rubin DecL 11, Exs. 2, 32-
41. 

Defendants present no evidence that Class Plaintiffs took "steps to conceal 
that they were the source" of any videos on YouTube. Had Defendants 
made available to Class Plaintiffs the same content identification tools that 
they made available to favored partners, Class Plaintiffs could have easily 
determined the "source" of the material identified by those tools, to the 
extent Defendants had any doubts. See CS ~~ 94-96. Moreover, the 
documents Defendants' cite do not show that "media companies have taken 
steps to conceal",rom YouTube that they were authorizing the upload of 
clips to YouTube; in fact, a number of them show the opposite. See, e.g., 
Rubin Ex. 34 (GOOOO 1-09595002) (NBC Universal writesto YouTube: 
"In order to avoid any confusion or misunderstanding, I wanted to make 
sure you are aware that NBC is permitting YouTube to host this content"). 

Disputed, see cs 1 126. 

Rebutta:f;ti,:j)'efendants'-' 'D'isputed-, C"a~:_-.yia~o:m's<~L:ea~e~Uti"_:·p;*~ctices'-for,:Viacom:doiitenfU;Oloaded: 
to¥ouTutie •• ·.\ > ... \. . ... ·i./";··!\\·;· •• •· •• · ··········,···············.5·······\/ 

128. Viacom has knowingly 
left up on YouTube thousands 
of clips containing its content. 
Schapiro Exs. 57, 62, 75, 76. 

129. YouTube gave 
instructions to its agent, 
BayTSP, about which clips to 
take doVo.'ll from YouTube and 
which clips to leave up on 
YouTube. Id. Exs. 11 (115:6-
118:1),54 (BA YTSP 
001093412),55 (BAYTSP 
003724704),56 (214:25-
215:6),57 (BAYTSP 
001125605-08),59,60,63-
64,65 (BA YTSP 
003718201). 

Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

130. Viacom did not share with Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
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YouTube the takedown action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
instructions it provided to Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
I3ayTSP. [d Ex. 11 (118:10-19). 
131. Through at least October Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
2006, Viacom had an internal action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
policy of declining to issue Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
takedown notices for user-
submitted clips on YouTube 
containing MTV Networks 
("MTVN") content that were less 
than five minutes long. Jd Exs. 
59,60. 
132. In October 2006, Viacom Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 

told BayTSP to leave up on action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
YouTube any clips containing Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
MTVN content that were 
shorter than 2.5 minutes in 
length, regardless of who had 
posted them. [do Ex. 54. 

133. Later in October 2006, Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
Vi.com told BayTSP that all action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
videos containing MTVN Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
content should be left up on 
YouTube unless the videos 
were "full episodes." Jd. Exs. 
55 (BAYTSP 003724704), 56 
(214:25-215:6). 

134. Viacom instructed Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
BayTSP to leave up on action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
YouTube "ful! episodes" of Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
certain of its programs (some 
of which are works in suit). 
[do Exs. 11 (115:6-118:1), Ex. 
57 (BAYTSP 001125605-08). 

135. Viacom has stated Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
publicly that it was choosing action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
to allow some if its content to Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
remain on YouTube. Jd. Ex. 
77. 

Rebuttal-to Defendants' ;QisQuted,Claini:: The'Plitative'Class PIaintiffs' Authoriied --Uses-and 'ComRlex",,,_ 
Ownershfu Iss'lies' / ........•...•.... .....•....... /., ...••............. >: , 

> 
?,;-

.. 
, ,'" 

136. The putative class None of class plaintiffs' clips in suit were authorized to appear on 
plaintiffs have licensed their YouTube. The Premier League, FFT and Robert Tur have not licensed any 
content to appear on works·in-suit to appear on YouTube. With respect to the remaining class 
YouTube, including RodJ:;:ers plaintiffs, all of whom have rights in musical works, as demonstrated below 
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& Hammerstein ("R&H"), 
which has issued numerous 
licenses that allow licensees 
to post R&H musical 
compositions on the Internet 
(including on YouTube). Id 
Exs. 22 (Responses 26-29), 
78 (132:24-135:13), 79 
(29:22-30:22,31 :6-32:12). 

137. Cal IV has licensed its 
musical compositions, 
including certain works that 
the clips in suit are alleged to 
have infringed ("works in 
suit"), for general 
dissemination on the Internet. 
Id Ex. 81. 

138. Cal IV has authorized 
certain of its works in suit to 
appear on YouTube for 
promotional purposes. Jd Ex. 
82. 

139. Stage Three has issued 

for each of the Statements Nos. 137 through 141, the tenns of their licenses 
were restricted in each case to certain websites, territories, andlor for a 
certain duration and thereby precluded use of the work on YouTube, or, in 
any limited instance where a Class Plaintiff did grant a license that 
permitted a party to upload a work to YouTube, that license, by its express 
terms, necessarily limited the licensed use specifically to, inter alia, use in 
conjunction with a particular video, and did not grant the licensee or any 
other party (including YouTube) the right to exploit the work on its own or 
in conjunction with any other material. Accordingly, all such licensed uses 
were readily identifiable (and the plaintiff received appropriate 
remuneration). Class Plaintiffs dispute any inference that defendants would 
have had difficulty in identifying the voluminous infringements of musical 
works at issue in this case because of the existence of any such licensed 
use. In many cases, the video itself, its title, its description, or user 
comments accompanying the video identifY it as an obvious infringement. 
Moreover, had Defendants made available to Class Plaintiffs the same 
content identification tools that they made available to favored partners, 
Class Plaintiffs could have easily determined the "source" of the material 
identified by those tools, to the extent Defendants had any doubts. 

Class SUF 111128-29, 33. 
See CS ~ 35 
Gittennan Decl. Ex. 3 (metadata evidence; also cite videos that show 
simply an album cover.) 

None or Cal IV's clips in suit were authorized to appear on YouTube. 
Moreover, in addition to the foregoing in CS ~ 136, the specific use granted 
in the Cal IV license cited to by Defendants is subject to a substantial fee of 
$25,000 (Schapiro Ex. 81), and is limited to a use only in conjunction with 
specific video images (i.e., the motion picture or the motion picture trailer). 

In fact, the document cited by Defendants shows that the licensee claimed 
the use was for "promotional purposes," not Cal IV, and that, despite the 
licensee's claim, Cal IV required a license agreement "specific to each 
use," and required that "the URL of each video" that was being licensed 
"be listed in the license agreement." Cal IV also warned the licensee that 
any other use of the song would be infringing. Cal IV thus had complete 
control over the exact uses or uses being licensed. Despite these efforts to 
protect the value of its content, Cal IV's works continued to be infringed on 
YouTube. 

None of Stage Three's clips in suit were authorized to appear on YouTube. 
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licenses allowing its musical 
compositions, including 
works in suit, to appear on 
YouTube. [d. Ex. 83 
(Response 17, 19). 

140. Cherry Lane has 
authorized its musical 
compositions, including 
works in suit, to be posted to 
YouTube. [d. Exs. 86 
(Response 17), 87. 

141. Tur, Bourne, Carlin, and 
X-RAY DOG have licensed 
third parties to put their 
content, including works in 
suit, on YouTube. ld. Exs. 
88; 89 (Responses 16-18),90 
(Responses 17, 19),91 
(Responses 17, 19), 92 
(124:7-125:5),93. 

142. FFT and Music Force 
have posted their content on 
YouTube or authorized others 
to do so. [d. Exs. 94 (188:5-
197:24),95-97,98 
(Responses 30, 40, 41, 44), 
99. 

Moreover, in addition to the foregoing in CS ~ 136, any licenses allowing 
other uses of any Stage Three content on YouTube require that the use be 
"in combination with certain specified footage and in exchange for the 
payment of a license fee," and be subject to additional restrictions such as 
duration and territory. Accordingly, each such use was readily identifiable 
and was properly paid for, as demonstrated by the evidence cited by 
defendants. 

None of Cherry Lane's clips in suit were authorized to appear on YouTube. 
Moreover, in addition to the foregoing in CS ~ 136, any licenses allowing 
other uses of Cherry Lane content on the internet limit such uses in a variety 
of ways that make them readily identifiable, including through the payment 
of a fee, limitations on the use to certain websites, limitations on duration 
and territory, and contextual limitations, for example as part of a specific 
contest or promotion or in combination with specific video footage, as 
demonstrated by the evidence cited by defendants. 

None ofTur's works-in-suit have been licensed for use on YouTube. The 
license agreement cited by Defendants provides that Tur's copyrighted 
work "can not be taken from the broadcast program identified above and 
used in any other ... media presentation," thus preventing its use on 
YouTube. (Schapiro Ex. 88). None of Bourne's, Carlin'S, or X-Ray Dog's 
clips in suit were authorized to appear on YouTube. Moreover, in addition 
to the foregoing in CS 'i/136, any licenses allowing other uses of any 
Bourne, Carlin, or X-Ray Dog content on YouTube limit such uses in ways 
that make them readily identifiable, including that the uses be in 
combination with certain specified footage and in exchange for the payment 
of a license fee. as demonstrated by the evidence cited by defendants. 

FFT has never authorized the posting of any FFT content on YouTube. 
Defendants cite no evidence that any ofFFT's workswin-suit, nor any 
French Open match footage, has ever been posted by anyone at FFT to 
YouTube (with or without authorization). None of Music Force's works
in-suit have ever been uploaded to YouTube by any Music Force employee 
(with or without authorization), and on the few occasions where Music 
Force content not relating to Music Force's workswin-suit was uploaded, the 
employees who uploaded the videos were acting without authorization. 

(Tab 299) (Grach 914108 Tr. 302-303) 
(Tab 329) (Grach 12/3/09 Tr. 187-188) 
(Tab 324) (Marx. (1113/2009) Tr. 142:12-143;25) 
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143. Certain of the soccer 
clubs that are members of and 
have ownership interests in 
the Premier League have 
created official YouTube 
"charmels" to whlch they 
have uploaded videos, 
including footage of matches. 
Id. Exs. 17 (276:9-297:7, 100, 
101. 

144. Certain of the putative 
class plaintiffs' content, 
including certain of their 
works in suit, are co-owned 
by other parties. Id. Exs. 83 
(Response 68), 98 (Response 
25),103 (Response 33), 104 
(48: 16-49: 12). 

The individual Premier League soccer clubs do not have the right to upload 
match footage to YouTube. The docwnents cited by defendants confinn 
this fact. In one of the documents cited, the Club acknowledges that "while 
the Deed of Licence does not prevent the Club from operating a YouTube 
charmel. it does restrict the extent to which certain content (namely Footage, 
Archive Footage, Sound Materials and Stills, as defined in thc Deed of 
Licence) may be included in such a website." Schapiro Ex. 100. The Deed 
of Licence, also cited by defendants, is an instrwnent by which the League 
licenses the Clubs to use Premier League footage in limited instances. See 
Section 3 of Tabs 253-254, 256-257. Contrary to defendants' assertions, it 
is not evidence of any Club's ownership of such match footage, and in the 
limited instance where a Club (rather than the League itself) produces a 
League match program~ the Club assigns all such rights to the League, see 
2.2. Moreover, by the tenus of the previous and current Deeds of Licence, 
the Club is prohibited from making available web-based services featuring 
Match Footage except pursuant to the express provisions of Deed of 
Licence, and cannot in any circwnstance make available such services apart 
from on its UK Club Website and International Club Website, which 
excludes third party websites such as YouTube. 

(Tab 253) Deed of Licence (2007-2010) (PL00189901-PL00189959)(Tab 
254) Deed of Licence (2004-2007) (PLOOOOl153-1206) 

(Tabs 256-257) (Club signature pages for Aston Villa) 

Class plaintiffs dispute the materiality of this assertion. Of the 900 works 
in suit, there are only six works that have co-owners. Even with respect to 
those six works, the co-owner does not have authority to license to 
YouTube without the knowledge and/or approval of the particular class 
plaintiff. For example. in the case of The Music Force. although two works 
in suit are co-owned, The Music Force is the exclusive administrator and 
thus controls licensing for the co·owners' share. (Tab 305) In the case of 
Cal IV and Stage Three, as indicated in the Memorandum of Law in 
Opposition at 23. no worldwide license, inherent in the nature of a 
geographically unrestricted upload to YouTube. can be unilaterally issued 
by a co-owner, given that most countries require joinder of all owners for 
such licensing. This applies with particular force to Stage Three, where the 
country of origin for ownership of three of the co-owned works is the U.K., 
which requires joinder of all co-owners for such a license. 

(Tab 305) (Distribution and Administration Agreement with The Music 
Force Media Group LLC dated January 1,2004) 
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Reb!!ttaI'to Defen<lants' Disnuted Claim: PIaintiffs',Difficuities iniDislinguisllirig Authorized from '",,:c.; _-" 
Una th" 'e'dC' '1 t -, ""'H-- " .... '"'~" :" ->; •• ," , ,,,-,', ,'-' r''<-'' ";:o::>~~'~, 

U onz on en '::{":, . . . \ ' - . _, ,-:' " .,' ,'~ ,.;' :':'~"_<'." ""~, ,J: ',.:'" \("",' ~ _ LO':. ,;"",,;0"-, • 

145. Viacom has sent DMCA Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
takedown notices for videos action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
that Viacom itself uploaded Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
or otherwise authorized to 
appear on YouTube. Rubin 
Dec!. ~ 3 & Exs. 42-68 
(retracted takedowns); 
Schaffer Dec!. ~~ 15-18; 
Schapiro Exs. 149-150. 

146. Viacom has sent DMCA Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
takedown notices to YouTube action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
that resulted in the Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
termination ofViacom's own 
Y ouTube accounts. Schaffer 
Dec!. ~~ 15-16 & Ex. 4; 
Rubin Dec!. ~ 3 & Exs. 42, 
56-67. 

147. Viacom has requested the Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
takedown of clips that other action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
content owners had Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
authorized to be on YouTube. 
Schaffer Dec!. ~ 17 & Exs. 5-
7. 

148. Viacom engaged in a Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
"multi -step procedure action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
designed to accurately Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
identify" the clips in suit. 
Schapiro Dec!. Ex. 178. 

149. Dozens of Via com's clips Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
in suit were uploaded by action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
Viacom. Rubin Decl. i 9. Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 

150. In October 2009> after Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
completing a "quality check" action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
of the clips in suit, Viacom Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
sought to withdraw 241 clips 
in suit, more than 100 of 
which Viacom had uploaded 
to YouTube. Rubin Decl. ~ 9 
& Exs. 119-120. 

IS!. On February 26, 2010 Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
Viacom requested dismissal action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
with prejudice of the 241 Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
clips that it had originally 
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sought to withdraw, plus an 
additional 193 clips, six of 
which were uploaded by 
Viacom's marketing agent, 
WiredSet. Rubin Decl. " 
12-13 & Exs. 122-123. 

152. Following Viacom's Class plaintiffs dispute that the statement is relevant or material to this 
request for dismissal with action. Class plaintiffs further refer the court to the Counter Statement of 
prejudice of 434 clips on Facts submitted by the Viacom plaintiffs in the Viacom action. 
February 26,2010, there 
remain clips in suit that 
Viacom had authorized to 
appear on YouTube. Rubin 
Decl. ~ 14 & Ex. 128. 

153. The putative class Out of the tens of thousands of infringing videos that Class Plaintiffs have 
plaintiffs have sent DMCA requested that YouTube remove from its website, there has been only one 
takedown notices to YouTube inadvertent request concerning one specific video. See CS~' 154-55, 
that they eventually retracted below. 
because of claims by other 
rights holders. Schapiro Exs. 
103 (Response 23), 154, 155 
(68:9-72:14),156 
(STOOI05023-26),102 
(151:21-154:17). 

154. Cal IV withdrew a Defendants focus on five out of more than 300 videos that Cal IV has 
DMCA takedown notice it identified to YouTube as infringing. None of the five videos involve any 
had sent to Y ouTube after works-in-suit. Even as to those five, Cal IV did not "withdraw" the 
another rights holder filed a takedown notice. As demonstrated by the evidence cited by defendants, in 
counter-notice. ld. Exs. 154, one instance, an independent contractor and Cal IV songwriter, Carey Ott, 
103 (Response 23), 155 had uploaded a video containing a Cal IV composition to YouTube without 
(68:9-72:14). authorization, but subsequently obtained authorization from Cal IV for that 

specific identifiable usage. On one other occasion, Cal IV, on receipt of a 
countemotice from Universal Music with respect to four specific videos, 
advised Universal that it disagreed with Universal's counter-notice, and 
sent Universal a copy of its then pending lawsuit against YouTube that was 
filed in the Middle District ofTeIUlessee on June 6, 2007. Universal 
submitted no evidence of any right to upload those four specific videos. 

Gitterman Dec!. at ~ 6 (takedown notices that Cal IV sent to YouTube) 

155. Stage Three withdrew a Stage Three inadvertently requested the removal of one video out of the 
DMCA takedown notice after 5,185 videos for which it has issued DMCA takedown notices produced in 
one of its licensees informed this action. 
Stage Three that it was 
authorized to post the clip on Gittennan Dec!. at' 7 (takedown notices that Stage Three sent to 
YouTube. Id. Exs. 102 YouTube) 
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(151:21-154:17),156. 

156. Certain of the putative There is no evidence that any clip in issue in this case was licensed by a 
class plaintiffs rely on a subpublisher, let alone without the knowledge of one of the class plruntiff 
global network of sub- music publishers. In fact, the vast majority of publishers require prior 
publishers to license their approval from their subpublishers for licenses of the type that would pennit 
content. Id. Exs. 79 (100:7- exploitation in conjunction with visual matter, including on the Internet, or 
15),92 (150:\3-22,102 are infonned of such licensing by their subpublishers as a matter of course. 
(61:25-63:22),152 (20:15- To the extent there is any issue, had the tools that defendants provided to its 
22),117 (153:15-154:10). preferred partners been deployed to identify class plaintiffs' works, 

defendants would have had no difficulty in quickly identifying (and 
removing) the infringing content. 

See. e.g. 
(Tab 331) Bourne Company 
(Tab 332) Cherry Lane Music Publishing Company, Inc. 
(Tab 334) The Music Force LLC 
(Tab 333) Rodgers & Hammerstein 
(Tab 330) Stage Three Music (US), Inc. 
(Tab 208) X-Ray Dog Music, Inc. 

Declaration of Daniel Hill, Cal IV Entertainment, LLC 
Declaration of Robert Bienstock, Carlin America 

157. PlaintiffX-RA Y DOG X-RAY Dog's sub-publishers are required to notify X-Ray Dog when they 
could not immediately license one of X-Ray Dog's works. 
detennine whether a clip 
posted to YouTube that crab 208) (X-Ray Dog Music, Inc. Publisher License) 
contained its content was or 
was not authorized to be 
there. Id Ex. 92 (158:11-
160:7) 

158. Plaintiff R&H could not RHO quickly determined that the clip at issue was not licensed to appear on 
immediately determine YouTube. Once RHO determined that the party uploading RHO's work 
whether a clip posted to had a license to use the work on television but not the Internet, RHO 
YouTube that contained its subsequently decided to issue a license covering Internet uses. Had 
content was or was not defendants made available the tools that they provided to their preferred 
authorized to be there. Id. Ex. partners been deployed to identify class plaintiffs' works, defendants would 
79 (13:23-18:20; 114:3-14). have had no difficulty in quickly identifying (and removing) the infringing 

content. 

159. Plaintiff Stage Three has Class Plaintiffs dispute the materiality of this assertion. In each of the two 
retained professional cases cited by Defendants, Stage Three retained a musicologist to determine 
musicologists to determine if a work was an improper "sound-alike" of a Stage Three work; the issue 
whether certain YouTube "was not about it being up on YouTube." In both cases. the musicologist 
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clips contain content that was 
copied from one of its 
musical compositions. Id. 
Exs. 85 (219:0-220:11),102 
(171:23-172:21),157. 

160. YouTube is a free service. 
Hurley Dec!. ~ 2. 

was retained to assist with broader legal action against the the entities 
involved in creating the infringing work. Stage Three has readily identified 
copies of its works in thousands of infringing videos it has asked YouTube 
to remove from the YouTube website. 

The YouTube website is a profit-maximizing enterprise which, by virtue of 
pervasive infringing content available on the site, has attracted a huge 
audience that is of enormous financial value to Defendants. Defendants 
generate profits by selling this audience to "top advertisers." Defendants 
"primarily" generate revenue from advertisements they I1U1 on search 
pages. Defendants know that users use the search pages to search for 
premium content, most of which is unlicensed. To maximize revenue, 
Defendants use their text-based content identification tools to target 
advertisements to the content of users' searches, including searches for 
class plaintiffs' unauthorized works. For example. when a user searches for 
French Open clips, YouTube displays ads for French Open travel packages. 

Dec!. o[Suzanne Reider at ~ 3,5,8, 10. 
See CS ~~ 6-9,25,167 (ads are tied to keywords). 

(Tab 22) ("based in particular on the recent analysis ... done on query 
stream data ... is that Chad's initial conclusion [that 'users ... don't want to 
watch professionally produced content'] is not correct. This data suggests 
that our users do want to watch professional content, be we haven't yet 
licensed the content that they're looking for .... Of the Top 100 Playback 
Queries ... Music = 53.35% ... Non -Music Premium = 26.22% Of 
'Premium' content queries: ... Sports ~ 7.85 ... News ~ 7.24%") (000001-
02519871) 

(Tab 4) (<<Revenue will be generated from ads primarily on Search pages 
(40%)") (GOOOOI-00375061-65) 

(Tab 79) ("From a monetization perspective the largest opportunity for 
revenue resides on the YouTube Search pages.") (000001-01295802) 

(Tab 80) (Hoffner: "This means BOTH monetizable via partners and user 
unmonetizable. (There is a third bucket down below we need to attack 
aggressively as well). We need this to get more inventory so that the search 
numbers continue to go up (concept of unlimited choice rings through here) 
and more watch pages occur.") (GOOOOI-<J0237661) 

(Tab 99) (<<Benefits" to YouTube's advertisers included ability to "target 
placements on Search pages by selecting from among YouTube's hundreds 
of content categories, triggered by relevant user keyword queries") 
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(Tab 100) (GOOOOI-00907818-19) ("we believe search will be stronger 
than watch." Rates "will change as content gets claimed AND we program 
the user experience better/more and strive to create more inventory around 
premiwn content.") 

(Tab 151) ("as attractive as potential for display and other ads are for watch 
pages on YT, ads on search results can be significantly more lucrative" and 
YouTube retains "100% of search results'') (GOOOOI-00798356) 

(Tab 159) (YouTube created a "taxonomy and automated classification of 
search query tenus and videos" in order to facilitate "ads targeting for 
monetization") (GOOOOI-01644803) 

(Tab 168) (Walk: "If Partner Monetization is the focus should we work less 
on monetizing the site for ourselves (search page monetization) and focus 
those efforts on making money for partners? Take that 300x250 slot and put 
it below the promoted videos?") (GOOOOI-02737286) 

(Tab 169) (Early on, YouTube Chen was eager "to do something quick to 
monetize that search results page in the mean time but not at all excluding 
future opportunities to further segment and target.") (GOOOOI-02816986) 

(Tab 174) (YouTube placed a "very high priority in monetizing YT search 
pages" using a technological mechanism that will "have a keyword to 
vertical mapping system to bucket search queries into marketable 
categories that advertisers can purchase.") (GOOOO 1-07165570) 

(Tab 224) (Advertising on search pages earns the most revenue) (G00001-
02338170) 

(Tab 225) (For 2007-2009, YouTube predicted revenue oftotal3-year 
revenue of "almost $l.l BN ($878MM for search results and $200MM for 
partner / CYC content). (GOOOOI-02439050) 

(Tab 306) ("we tell advertisers that if you want to buy against music 
content, you can buy against music content') (Reider Tr. 199:24-200: 12) 

(Tab 247) (Declaration of Steve Chen at ~ 19) 

161. YouTuhe does not charge Defendants dispute the materiality of this statement. See CS 11160. 
a subscription fee and does 
not charge users to upload or 
to view video clins. Id. 

162. YouTube generates The nrofits Y ouTube reaDS from advertisirl-~ deDend on its abilitv to draw 
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revenue from advertising. 
Reider Decl. ~ 5. 

163. YouTube's advertising 
offerings are consistent with 
prevailing industry standards. 
Reider Dec!. ~ 12. 

164. Between 2006 and 2009, 
YouTube entered into 
thousands of direct 
partnership agreements that 
provide for YouTube to run 
advertising against videos 
claimed by those owners and 
to share the revenue from that 
advertising. Maxcy Decl. ~ 9-
10. 

165. YouTube's revenue
sharing deals generated 
approximately _of 
YouTube's overall revenue 
between 2007 and 2009. 

large numbers of viewers to its website. YouTube knows that premium 
content, most of which is unlicensed, is the biggest draw to its site. 

Defendants cite no evidence that defines any "industry" they consider 
themselves to be a part of. Defendants also cite no evidence of any 
"prevailing ... standards." Rather, they recite types of advertisements that 
they and other website owners make use of ("epe and CPM ads, as well as 
in-video ads and overlays''). Defendants cite no evidence that any of these 
other websites specifically target their advertisements to unauthorized 
content, like defendants do. Defendants also cite no evidence that any of 
these other websites know, are aware of. and have the ability to control 
infringements on their websites, yet choose not to remove those 
infringements in order to draw traffic and boost potential advertising 
revenues, like defendants do. 

See CS ~~ 6-9, 29. 

Under the terms of the "partnership" deals cited to by defendants, 
defendants offered to its partners content-identification tools, including 
audio-fingerprinting and advanced text search tools, that they did not offer 
to content owners unwilling to license their content to YouTube. YouTube 
offered these content identification tools to favored partners on the 
condition that the partners use those tools to "claim" content uploaded by 
users so YouTube could run advertisements against it. YouTube and its 
partners also claim, and run advertisements next to, material that infringes 
class plaintiffs' works. For example, YouTube uses its content 
identification tools to identi-fY specific sound recordings in a video and to 
run advertisements based on the identified song, even when it has not 
obtained the required publishing rights for the song. See CS ~~ 94-96. 
YouTuhe also identifies specific sound recordings in a video and runs 
advertisements based on the identified song, even though the underlying 
video footage is infringing. YouTube also uses its content identification 
tools to identify the content of specific infringing videos on its site, and 
chooses to run advertisements targeted to that infringing content. 

Class SUF ~~ 22, 25, 28-29. 

Gitterman Decl. at ~~ 8-9; Gittennan Decl. Ex. 15 (showing teIUlis ads next 
to a video tagged "Roland Garros", and also listing XRD songs). 

Defendants "primarily" generate revenue from advertisements they run on 
search pages. See CS ~ 160. 

Class SUF ~~ 36-38. 
See CS ~~ 6-9. 
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Reider Decl. "i\5. 

166. Most of You Tube's other 
revenue comes from 
advertisements that run on the 
YouTube homepage and on 
the pages that list the results 
of users' search queries. Jd. "jI 
5. 

167. YouTube does not seek to 
eam revenue from users' 
potentially infringing 
activities. Jd. "jill. 

Defendants "primarily" generate revenue from advertisements they run on 
search pages. 

Class SUF 33, 36-38 
See CS ~ 160. 

YouTube's advertising offerings are focused on deriving maximum 
revenues from infringing content. YouTube knows that targeted or content
specific advertisements on its search pages are more valuable than 
advertisements elsewhere on its site. YouTube knows that its users 
primarily use its search pages to search for unauthorized premiwn content. 
YouTube sells advertisements on its search pages that are specifically 
targeted to users' searches for that unauthorized content - including class 
plaintiffs' content. Advertisements on watch pages of infringing videos are 
also targeted to class plaintiffs' infringing content, and are more lucrative 
because they are so targeted. See CS 'i\160, 164. 

Class SUF ~ 37 (premium content); 
SUF ~15-16, 36, 38 (definition of premium content) 
SUF ~ 41 (advertisements) 

(Tab I) (Category-Based Sales Approach - Targeting ... Music ... Sports) 
(GOOOO 1-00906837) 

(Tab 54) ("All videos the -- metadata for all videos is indexed [including] 
title of the video, the description of the video, the tags provided by the 
users ... Portions -- part -- comments that we find relevant to the video.") 
(Kacholia Tr. 24:3-26:8) 

(Tab 81) (YouTube executive confirms that "Adsense for content 
automatically crawls the content" of web sites and "delivers text and image 
ads that are relevant to your audience and your site content.") (Kordestani 
Tr.68:21-69:14) 

(Tab 99) ("Benefits" to YouTube's advertisers included ability to "target 
placements on Search pages by selecting from among YouTube's hundreds 
of content categories, triggered by relevant user keyword queries") (C. 
Maxcy Tr. 233:21-234:3) 

(Tab 120) (YouTube used AdSense, which is "an advertising system where 
text ads, currently text ads, might appear against certain ~es of content.") .. 
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